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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Just deal with what is true. You know what is true. You
need to do your best to say it correct.
Father Roger Schmit
(Act II of The Laramie Project)
Learning and change are constant and inevitable. This is something that I have
recently been reminded of while both writing this thesis and looking back at my direction
of The Laramie Project. I was also reminded of the intemal and outer forces that will
shape the project that I am working on. Actors, designers, theatrical space, budget, and
faculty are only a few of these forces that shape a project. Even though I had an initial
vision for this show, these forces not only helped me to see other options but they also
guided my vision into a new and different direction—a direction I was satisfied I took.
When I first began to direct The Laramie Project and write this thesis, my initial
visions changed. At the begiiming of both processes, I did not know what I would
experience and learn. My initial vision for directing The Laramie Project was to tell it as
objectively as possible. My initial vision for writing this thesis was to start at the
introduction and end with the conclusion. My initial visions for both this thesis and The
Laramie Project were shaped and changed by some of the forces mentioned earlier. It
was not until the end of both processes that I learned that my initial visions for these
projects evolved into something new. Both projects were and are now my honest work.
Through hard work and many revisions and adjustments, I believe both projects are truer
representations.

In writing this thesis, I want to take you on the journey of my direction of The
Laramie Project with the hope that you will also see how my initial vision changed and
how the production came to a successful run.

Proposing a Play to Direct
After the tragic events of September 11, 2001, when Al Queda members attacked
the United States, I began looking at possible plays to direct for the 2002-2003 Lab
Theatre season for Texas Tech University's Department of Theatre and Dance. As part
of the Master of Fine Arts program m Acting/Directing, I needed to submit several plays
that I wanted to direct to fulfill my thesis production requirement. The faculty would
then decide who would direct and what show the selected director would be directing.
When I began to look for plays to direct, I chose to look closely at works that
dealt with violence and also raised the question to the audience whether the violence was
necessary or unnecessary. I submitted five plays: The Beauty Queen ofLeenane by
Martin McDonagh, The Rimers of Eldritch by Lanford Wilson, 'Night Mother by Marsha
Norman, Shopping and Fucking by Mark Ravenhill, and The Laramie Project by Moises
Kaufinan and the members of the Tectonic Theatre Project.
The Beauty Queen ofLeenane is a story of a mother and daughter and how their
living together drives one of them to murder. I suspected that it would not be chosen
simply for the fact that it takes place in Ireland and the actors would have to master the
Irish accent long before going into rehearsal. Another setback was that the entire play
takes place in a highly decorative interior settmg. The faculty strongly recommends that

when we submit a play for the season, we think about the small budget we are allotted.
We are only given five hundred dollars that must be shared with every designer of a
production. In turn, highly decorative interiors are not recommended because they cost
too much to design and construct.
The Rimers of Eldritch is a beautifully written story of how a town deals with a
young girl's rape and the subsequent murder of her supposed assailant. This script
requires a cast of more than seventeen actors and actresses. Because of the small lab
theatre space, it is also recommended that we consider cast size when submitting a play.
Therefore, I knew Rimers might not be selected, even though I hoped that the faculty
would change their minds because of the wonderful story Wilson wrote.
'Night Mother is another play that deals with a mother and daughter relationship.
It ultimately ends with the daughter's suicide. I strongly believe this play was not chosen
for the fact that it requires a highly decorative interior setting like The Beauty Queen of
Leenane. The plays also have casts of two and four respectively. The faculty suggests
we submit plays that consist of more than four actors, allowing more students a chance to
act on stage.
Mark Ravenhill's Shopping and Fucking is simply that. It is a play about a
society's obsessions with money, sex, and drugs and how these obsessions affect our
relationships with others. The story is also about people attempting to rid themselves of
obsessions that are ruining their lives. Even though it contains graphic language, sex
scenes, and nudity, the story of people helping each to survive is one that needs to be
told. I thmk that the title itself was sheer reason for not being selected.

I was happy that the faculty selected The Laramie Project. When I first read the
play, I was amazed at the number of characters that the eight actors would need to
portray. The ensemble of actors would have the challenge of creating over seventy nonfictional characters. The script would also challenge the individual actor to create and
distinguish more than six characters throughout the course of one performance. The
script itself also amazed me. It is written in such a way that many interpretations can be
taken from it which also allows for many directing challenges. I strongly believe that, as
a director, if you are not challenged by a script, then you do not learn and grow to
become a better director.
The script is written in a technique the playwright calls "moment work"
(Kaufinan xiv) which he uses "to create and analyze theater from a structuralist (or
'tectonic') perspective" (Kaufman xiv). In a traditional play, acts are broken down into
scenes. In The Laramie Project, acts are broken down into "moments." Kaufinan says
that a "moment" does not require a "change of locale, or an entrance or exit of actors or
characters. A moment is simply a unit of theatrical time which is then juxtaposed with
other units to convey meaning" (Kaufman xiv). Moments are individual and can stand
alone to tell a story; but when coimected, these moments tell a completely different story.
The moments of the story are dramatizations of when members of the Tectonic
Theatre Project interviewed the people of Laramie. Each moment represents one
interview or several interviews intertwined together. Each moment is one perspective of
one person from Laramie. It is that person's truth. In that moment we learn a lot about
that person. And if we connect all the moments together, we learn a lot about the town of

Laramie. We learn that, like any community, it is full of differing opinions and beliefs.
It is full of both loving people and hateful people.
Another aspect of the script I liked was the Brechtian elements that were
incorporated into stage directions. In the author's note, Kaufman states that the "set is a
performance space...Costumes and props are always visible...The desire [of costumes
and props] is to suggest, not re-create. Along the same lines, this [show] should be an
actor-driven event" (Kaufinan xiv). At the begirming of Act II, another stage direction
suggests the use of media and technology for live video feeds. Again, the way the acts
are broken into moments points toward using a Brechtian approach for the show. This
structure allows for the audience to not become completely involved in the play. It
allows them to take a step back and make a separation. This separation is what Brecht
calls the Alienation effect. All these elements would help the audience to separate from
what was happening on the stage and allow them to think more about the issues being
presented.
With all that I had gathered from Kaufinan's moment technique and the Brechtian
influence on this script, I uUimately submitted to direct The Laramie Project because it
tells the story of a community~a community that, in reality, could be any community. In
a straightforward manner, Kaufinan and his colleagues recall the reactions of Laramie,
Wyoming, residents to the beating and murder of Matthew Shepard and the trials of
Russell Henderson and Aaron McKinney, the young boys who beat and left Matthew tied
to a fence only to die. The Laramie Project brings home the consequences of both loving
and hating. It compels us to listen closely and to consider a diversity of opinions, ideas.

beliefs, and values. I am extremely glad that the faculty chose The Laramie Project for
me to direct and for allowing me the privilege to persuade audience members to question
themselves and the way they see one another. The Laramie Project, indeed, does deal
with violence, a violence we as a society can no longer ignore. We must face it head on
with the anticipation of putting an end to it.

Overview of Initial Vision and Rehearsal Process
The Laramie Project is a play about the voices of a community. Because of the
journalistic style of the script, I strongly felt it necessary that every voice be heard and be
given equal treatment. In giving equal treatment to each voice, then as the director, I
helped to establish an objective stance. Initially, I wanted, just like a news anchor does,
to show every side, every perspective, and every opinion of this community. (Now that
America is at war with Iraq, it is easier to see that journalists are not always objective but
can become emotionally attached to the news they are delivering.)
To be as honest as I possibly could to the citizens of Laramie, Wyoming, as a
director, as designers, and actors, we had to be as objective as possible. At no time
during the play could we help the audience decide whether what Aaron and Russell did
was justified. Nor could we shove homosexuality down audience members' throats and
tell them it is okay. As a homosexual, directing the play without prejudice was hard for
me. I wanted to just say, "Look, they killed Matt because he was gay. That is wrong.
Let's make Aaron and Russell look like monsters!" I wanted so badly to throw my

prejudices into the show, but I could not. That would defeat the effect that I wanted the
audience to receive from the show.
I wanted my audiences to go home and think about what happened. I wanted
them to think about the questions that were brought up during the performance.
Questions like the ones I had myself and the ones the actors had and the designers had
when we first read the play together. Some of our questions were: did Matthew Shepard
deserve the beating he got for being gay? Did Aaron McKinney and Russell Henderson
deserve the judgments of the law for doing what they thought was right? Did Laramie,
Wyoming, deserve the media attention they received, even though this was not the first
gay bashing to occur in history?
These questions were important to us. We did not just feel pity for Matthew and
his family, but we felt sorry for Aaron and Russell and all of Laramie. We were also
angry and from that anger came more questions: Why was Matthew alone? Why did he
drive off with two complete strangers? What would cause two young men to attack
another young man? Why would a reverend protest the funeral of a young man who was
murdered? These were more questions that we not only wanted to fmd the answers to,
but we wanted our audience to think about as we had done early in the rehearsal period.
To assist us in getting the audience to think and ask questions, I wanted to place
more emphasis on the Brechtian elements already found in the script. I wanted more use
of technology. I wanted the actors to be visible at all times. I simply wanted to remind
the audience that they were watching a play, therefore allowing them not to get too

involved with the characters, but to get more involved with the social issues of the play,
i.e., hate crimes and discrimination.
In the end, as a company, we figured out that the beliefs, views, and opinions one
has are his own. We cannot as artists force an audience to change those beliefs and ideas.
However, as artists, we can show audiences other views, beliefs, and opinions with the
hope that they will take these ideas and then think about them more. The Laramie
Project does that. By providing different and opposing views, the audience witnesses
both sides of the coin, both the loving and hatefijl sides of a community.
Using Anne Bogart's Viewpoints, a system used by the company to not only
create a strong ensemble but to experiment with different perspectives and viewpoints, I
wanted to make it concrete that our job as artists was to be as honest to the script as we
possibly could because the script is and will always be the voices of the people of
Laramie, Wyoming. Later, I will explain how I attempted to use the Viewpoints to help
the actors and designers create a feeling of fairness to the show. The Viewpoints would
become very instrumental in this process. In the end, the Viewpoints only strengthened
my voice as a director and added my color to the whole picture of the final production.

CHAPTER II
INTRODUCTORY ANALYSIS

The Initial Vision
As I mentioned in the introduction, because The Laramie Project is written in a
journalistic maimer, I initially wanted to focus on telling the story journalistically. When
we see a journalist on television, we see a person supposedly unbiased and devoid of
emotional connection to what he is reporting. I wanted to approach the script in this
same journalistic manner. However, in the end, this vision changed.
In the middle of rehearsals, I realized that the characters portrayed in the show
were, in fact, real human beings. When these characters were interviewed, they did not
think about a journalistic approach to speaking as I had initially envisioned. They were
honest and spoke candidly.
As a director, I was initially confused. I knew that the script is factual. All the
interviews incorporated in the script are true. They really did happen. Because I thought
too long about this, I confused the presentation of factual information with having to
deliver and present the material in a journalistic approach. But throughout the process, I
let go of this vision and began to add my perspective into my direction of the play. I
began to push the actors to develop their characters in a way I wanted those characters to
appear and come across on stage. So in the end, I did fall short of what I wanted initially
for this show (an objective telling of the story), but at the same time, I succeeded in
telling an honest story from my own perspective.

With my initial vision came the thought that using Anne Bogart's Viewpoints
would not only help with creating a strong ensemble and help with transition work, but
that it would help the actors and designers view many different perspectives. In acting
and thinking from different perspectives, I had hoped that the actors and designers would
become more aware of these perspectives and would use them the deliver their dialogue
or design their project. I also felt that Viewpoints would help the actors focus so as not to
forget which moment came next, since they would be seen at all times-a Brechtian
element I wanted to emphasize.
Using Viewpoints as the rehearsal process also helped to establish what I really
wanted to direct-a production with my perspective. I had to focus on the play as a way to
get the audience to think about the issues I wanted them to think about. I wanted them to
think about murder and how it affects a person, a family, and a community. In Matthew
Shepard's situation, it affected most of the nation. I wanted the audience to think about
hate crimes and discrimination and I wanted them to take action, as Brecht wished of all
his audiences. I am still baffled by the fact that I wanted to direct an objective show
devoid of my perspective and the actors' and designers' perspectives. What good would
that have done? This production of The Laramie Project was my production because I
added my perspective, my beliefs, my opinions, and my colors to it through my guiding
of the actors' and designers' work.
Bogart's Viewpoints process did, in fact, help to create a strong ensemble piece
and, in the end, it helped to tell the story honestly. To better understand how the process
worked, I will now give you my understanding of Anne Bogart's Viewpoints process and
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I will also give examples of exercises that I used during the rehearsal process. Keep in
mind, this is the first time I used this process to direct a show.

Introduction to Aime Bogart's Viewpoints
After I reread The Laramie Project several times and after working in Dr.
Elizabeth Homan's production of The Tempest (Dr. Homan, assistant professor of theatre
at Texas Tech, used Viewpoints throughout that rehearsal process), I realized that the
structure in which Kaufinan organized the moments of the script was well suited for
Viewpoints. (I will further explain this choice later in this chapter.) So I chose to direct
The Laramie Project using Arme Bogart's Viewpoints process.
In using the Viewpoints process, I knew that the structure would help to establish
an ensemble-centered piece. Through the use of Viewpoints, we as a company create a
new language for the rehearsal process. In creating this language and rehearsal process
together, the production would become a very ensemble-centered production.
Particularly with the schedule of The Laramie Project, Viewpoints allows for the creative
artists to create together at the same time.
Bogart's Viewpoints process generally consists of three steps: Source-work,
Viewpoints, and Composition. According to Tina Landau in her essay "Source-Work,
the Viewpoints, and Composition: What Are They?", "the Source-work, the Viewpoints,
and Composition are also a map. Tools and ladders. They provide a structure for the
artist so she can forget about structure. They are there to free her up for the much more
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difficult, consuming task of expression, of getting in touch with and communicating the
stuff of the soul. They exist in the service of Art" (Landau 17).

Source-work
Source-work is "a series of activities done at the beginning of the rehearsal
process to get in touch - both intellectually and emotionally, both individually and
collectively - with 'the source' from which you are working. Source-work is also the
time to enter your entire being into the world, the issues, and the heart of your material"
(Landau 17).
Source-work is what most directors call table work. However, it is not simply
reading and re-reading the script and determining what it all means. It is a time when the
director, dramaturg, designers, and actors question the script and discover the meat, the
life of the script. The director and dramaturg use this time to guide the designers and
actors into understanding the play in their own way.
Through homework assignments and physical exercises. Source-work becomes a
way for the designer and the actor to think past the stereotype. Source-work, even though
it is similar to table work, expects that the actor and designer dive a little deeper to
discover answers, feelings and ideas that are not typical, that step out of the box.
During Source-work, the company worked to understand plots, themes, story lines
and situations of The Laramie Project. To imderstand more clearly, David Wygant,
dramaturg for the show, and I gave homework assignments that dealt with, in, and around
possible themes and choices that could be made with characters and the entire story as
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well. (I will go into further detail about this process in Chapter III.) Through the Sourcework exercises, the actors and designers were able to study and think about other
perspectives and viewpoints.
In one exercise, I asked the designers and actors to describe to me what love and
hate feh like, tasted like, sounded like, smelled like, and looked like. Through this
exercise they were able to go beyond what they typically would answer if the questions
were "what is love" and "what is hate?" I had the actors and designers first write down
their answers, and then I had them answer the questions with only images. In using only
images, it forced the actor and designer to verbally describe the image to answer the
question. In answering the questions, their minds were always at work.
It was also important to me that I push the actors and designers to not answer the
question with the first thing that came to their minds. I would continually ask for more
answers after they were done. I pushed them to give me more with the hope that they
would go beyond the stereotypical answers and find more honest answers that were
buried deep inside them.

The Viewpoints
The second part of the Viewpoints process is Viewpoints. Viewpoints are "the set
of names given to certain basic principles of movement" (Landau 20). Viewpoints assure
the director that actors are in time and focused on the ideas of the play and with the space
in which the production will take place.
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The Viewpoints, by defmition, is "a philosophy of movement translated into a
technique for (1) training performers and (2) creating movement on stage. The
Viewpoints are points of awareness that a performer or creator has while working"
(Landau 20). These pomts help the actor to become more aware of his surroimdings and
allow the actor to come up with movement that necessarily may not have developed
through a rehearsal process not using the Viewpoints. The Viewpoints allow the actor to
think instinctively and spontaneously. Allowing this spontaneous action to occur allows
the actor to disregard reactions that are thought out too much.
Originally, there were six Viewpoints, but after working with them and
discovering that others could be included, Bogart now has nine Viewpoints. These nine
Viewpoints are separated into two categories. Time and Space. Bogart stresses, however,
that it is really impossible to separate the Viewpoints because in separating them, the
actor will only think of the Viewpoints as movements that can only occur separately. I
usually mtroduce the Viewpoints separately one at time so that the actor can become
more familiar with each Viewpoint, but then I begin to overlap the Viewpoints. I begin
to focus on two Viewpomts at a time, and then three, then four, etc. By the end of the
training session, the actor's mind and body is aware that all nine Viewpoints occur
simultaneously.
The Viewpoints included in the category of Time are: tempo, duration, kinesthetic
response, and repetition. When defming these Viewpoints for the actors, I like to tell
them that they are exactly as they sound. Again, the Viewpoints are points of reference
for the actor that help them to be more aware of certain areas of movement. They are
14

meant to be both physical and emotional. Although I focused more on the physical side
at the beginning of the rehearsal process before I started to add in the mental and
emotional elements of actor discovery, the physical and the emotional eventually came
together.
Tempo is the pace or the speed of actions/movements. It is how fast or slow a
movement on stage occurs. During the Viewpoints warm up, I become a side coach. I
will follow the actors on stage and will yell out the Viewpoints. For instance, when I yell
"tempo," the actors listen to my voice and then become aware that they must now focus
on the tempo of their actions. It is at this time that the actor must choose without
thinking too much whether to accelerate or decelerate the speed of their actions. If the
actor thinks too much, then the action becomes a planned, thought-out action. It is no
longer organic or instinctive.
Duration is the amoimt of time a movement or a series of movements lasts before
it changes. Here, the actor focuses on the length of time in a particular action rather than
the tempo of an action. For example, I gave the actors exercises where they would walk
across stage while imagining that they were traveling through different substances (i.e.,
marshmallows, syrup, ice, smoke, etc.) This exercise helped the actors focus not only on
tempo but also on duration by allowing them to experiment with walking through
imagery substances.
Kinesthetic response is a spontaneous response to an action that happens outside
of you. It also deals with the time it takes for you to respond to the outside motion as
well as the use of all your senses to react instantly to the outside stimuli. It is about
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responding, not initiating. The reaction to any outside stimulus must be instant. If one
thinks about it, it is too late. For kinesthetic response, I had the actors respond to the
changing of light and sound, which I or the designers controlled during the rehearsal.
The designers or I turned on and off the lights, changed music, or clapped to get the
actors to response kinesthetically.
For example, I found it very interesting when an actor is not aware of me being
behind him and then I screamed. His reaction to my scream was organic and very
spontaneous. He usually jumped or changed the direction m which he was originally
going. Kinesthetic response was my favorite Viewpoint to experiment with during
Laramie rehearsals because it was the Viewpoint that I used to observe if an actor was
thinking on his feet or thinking too much.
Repetition is the repeating of an action/movement on stage. Repetition includes:
"(1) Intemal Repetition - repeating a movement within your own body, and (2) External
Repetition - repeating the shape, tempo, gesture, etc. of something outside your own
body" (Landau 21). Making sure the actor is focused is important not only with this
Viewpoint, but throughout the Viewpoints warm up. When an actor is aware of his
surroimdings with his peripheral vision he can begin to copy actions from actors around
him.
One exercise I did during Laramie rehearsal was having the actor follow or
shadow another actor. The exercise allowed for the actor to become aware of the other
actors on stage while at the same time allowing the actor to continue to stay focused.
Sometimes all the actors followed each other so that they eventually created a big circle,
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which showed that everyone in the ensemble was connected to everyone else on stage in
one way or another. Once the actors have been trained with the Viewpoints of Time, I
move on and begin to introduce the Viewpoints of Space.
The Viewpoints included in the category of Space are shape, gesture, architecture,
spatial relationship, and topography.
Shape pertains to creating shapes either individually or in relationship to other
shapes or people. An actor must use his body to create shapes that are not common.
How else can an actor use his body to express an emotion? An actor can also create
shape with other actors and architecture (the space and its occupants). During Laramie
rehearsals, I usually yelled "shape with others" or "shape with architecture" when I
wanted the actors to focus on this specific Viewpoint. This Viewpoint helped the actor to
discover the ways in which his body could move, stretch, and function. It also helped
them to realize that actors do not always have to stand upright to deliver lines because
people m daily conversation do not always stand upright to talk. With this Viewpoint,
the actors became aware that they could now deliver speeches upside down, curled mto a
ball, etc, forcing them to be conscious of their shape in space.
Gesture is a "movement involving a part or parts of the body. Gestures can be
made with the hands, the arms, the legs, the head, the mouth, the eyes, the feet, the
stomach or any other part or combination of parts, which can be isolated" (Landau 21).
Gesture is classified into two categories: behavioral and expressive. Behavioral gestures
belong "to the concrete, physical world of human behavior as we observe it in our
everyday reality. Behavioral gestures often have a thought or intention behind [them]"
17

Landau 22). Expressive gestures "express an iimer state or emotion. [They are] abstract
and symbolic rather than representational" (Landau 22).
Architecture is the actor's response and relationship to architecture. It is also the
actor's use of architecture. Bogart comments that this Viewpoint may be the hardest on
which to work. She suggests to actors that they should "think of it as doing a dance with
the architecture. The actor must be in dialogue with the room, to let movement evolve out
of our surroundings" (Landau 22). Architecture is divided into four categories: solid
mass, texture, light, and color. "Solid mass includes walls, floors, ceilings, fiimiture,
windows, etc. Texture is whether the solid mass is wood or metal or fabric and how we
react to this texture. Light is the sources of light in the room and the shadows we make in
relationship to these sources. Color is the creation of movement off the colors in the
space" (Landau 22).
Spatial relationship is the "distance between things on the stage, especially one
body to another, one body to a group of bodies, or the body to the playing space. Actors
tend to get into comfortable spaces while on stage" (Landau 23). For example in
conversation, two actors typically get into that "two feet in between each other"
comfortable space. It is important that the actors remember that there is no necessity to
be polite. I occasionally have the actors act out scenes as close as they can get to each
other and then have them deliver the same scene far away from each other. The
discoveries of how to communicate with each other on stage are unique and these
discoveries I usually keep in the production.
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Topography is the "landscape, the floor pattern, or the design we create through
movement in tiie space" (Landau 23). For example, during the rehearsal process, it may
be decided that certain areas of the space are hard to walk through. These areas are
classified as "high-density areas" (Landau 23). I like to use this Viewpoint with tempo
and duration. They complement each other nicely. Another exercise I have the actors do
is have them in groups (usually separated into females and males) walk only in certain
patterns. For example, I ask the female actors to walk horizontally in curves, while
having the male actors walk vertically in straight lines. Then I ask to them to ask
themselves, what pattems, what is the topography of your specific character? When I
directed The Marriage ofBette and Boo by Christopher Durang three years ago, I made
the actor playing Karl make specific choices that would help define his character. Even
though I had not been exposed to Bogart's Viewpoints, one of his choices dealt with his
topography. I told him to make it very clear that his character Karl, who was an
alcoholic, never left the bar area. His character's movement and pattems were to be
focused on the bar. Again, topography helped to define a character.

Composition
The third and fmal part of Viewpoints is Composition. Composition is "the
practice of selecting and arranging the separate components of theatrical language into a
cohesive work of art for the stage. Composition is to the director what the Viewpoints
are to the actor: a method of practicing her art" (Landau 26). With this part I had the
actors create stories without text. Composition is storytelling. It is composing a story
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with guidelines. Here in the process, I gave the actors assignments during rehearsal. For
example, I gave the actors twenty minutes to tell me a story without words that must
include the following: a moment of silence, a laugh, a moment of extreme closeness, etc.
I also gave the actors a theme or a line from the play that the story revolved around. For
example, one character in the play has the line "Hate is not a Laramie value" (Kaufman
14). With this quote in mind, I had the actors tell me story that presented the theme of
that specific quote. Within minutes, the actors had composed a story with no text.
Composition came quickly in our rehearsal process since we only had five weeks
before the production went up. We did not have much time to experiment. I broke up the
rehearsal process into sections so that we would be able to focus on less than ten
moments from The Laramie Project a day. Durmg Composition, the actors were only
allowed to make sounds and not use any text at all. The purpose was to create a story and
tell it physically. The actors had to leam to work with each other and leam how to
communicate with each other without talking. They also leamed how to make
connections and leamed to use the script to their benefit. Composition work was an
opportunity for me as the director to see images and pictures created by the actors. Like
Viewpoints, this part should flow nicely and be instmctive. Some of the best stage
pictures in the final production came from this part of the process.

Viewing The Laramie Project as a work of Viewpoints
When I first read The Laramie Project, I had only been exposed to the Viewpoints
process through Dr. Homan's Voice and Movement course. In this course, I discovered
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Anne Bogart and the Viewpoints process. During Dr. Homan's lesson of the Viewpoints,
I realized that the process was strongly actor-oriented and that the actor became, in
essence, the sole motivator for action on the stage. The actor also took on more
responsibility for movement, transitions, and blocking of scenes.
Therefore, when I submitted The Laramie Project for consideration, I knew that
Bogart's Viewpoints would only help the actors and I to tell the story of Laramie
Kaufinan had written in a series of moments. In all, the script contains 51 moments and
over 70 characters that would all be performed by an ensemble of 8 actors. The
Viewpoints process was an ideal process for The Laramie Project. Because the
Viewpoints process is strongly actor-centered and because The Laramie Project is also
strongly actor-centered, there was no hesitation on my part as the director to use both to
complement each other.
I also deemed it necessary that the actors create much of the show. In having a
part in the creation (the Composition) of the show, the actors, in turn, would own the
show. Because the script calls for the ensemble to tell the stories of each community
member, I wanted the actors to feel that this production would not be a design-driven
show but rather an actor-driven show. In using Viewpoints, the actors would get a
chance to compose the moments themselves and move around the stage in a manner that
made sense to them.
This part of the blocking process also alleviated a lot of stress on my part. In
having the actors compose the moments themselves, the actors, in tum, will feel that they
created this masterpiece by themselves. My job was to shape their mitial compositions in
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a way that would be more appealing to my eye and the eyes of the audience. So even
though, the actors initially composed the moments, I guided them in the direction I
wanted them to go. The direction was to be as honest to the characters as we could
possibly be. (As I mentioned earlier, my first vision for the show was to be objective,
then it evolved to include my perspective and therefore became subjective. See "Moment
Work" in Chapter III to read about how my perspective influenced the way I guided the
actors to block certain moments of the play.)
Because Moises Kaufinan and his theatre company wrote the play using moments
that flowed together, the actors on stage would also need to flow nicely from moment to
moment. Viewpoints helped with this transition work. During the rehearsal process, I
had the actors focus much of their time on transitions. How can we make them clearer,
but at the same time make them mn smoothly?
We struggled a lot with transitions. The actors would get lost and not know what
moment was next. Once props and costume accessories were added to the show, it only
added more anxiety to the actors' work on stage. The actors were frustrated because the
transitions seemed to be taking over the show. To address the situation, I began to focus
much more of our time on transitions. I even used one rehearsal solely to focus and work
on transitions. During this special rehearsal, I had the actors move (they practically ran)
from moment to moment as fast as they could with no text involved. We repeated this
exercise until I felt the actors knew what moment was next and were also comfortable
with the transition. I also created help guides (see Appendix B) to assist the actors when
they were sitting in the wings. These help guides contained a list of each moment for
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each act and what character/actor was involved in each moment. It also contamed the
costume accessory/prop each actor would bring on stage with them for each particular
moment. Eventually, through repetitive hard work, the actors took control of the
transitions of the show.
The Laramie Project is also a highly ensemble oriented piece. It asks its
ensemble of eight actors to work together to tell the stories about a particular community.
In this case, it is the stories, opinions, and ideas of Laramie, Wyoming, during the
aftermath of Matthew Shepard's brutal murder. The actors are forced, because they each
have to play more than six characters each, to be honest with every character. They have
to be because these characters are all real people.
During the rehearsal process, the actors always warmed up using the Viewpoints.
We spent at least 30 minutes with a Viewpoints warm-up. The warm-up consisted often
minutes where the actors focus primarily on the nine Viewpoints without mcorporating
the text, or the story, or their characters. I had the actors experiment with each of their
characters. I wanted them to find the true identity, the honesty of each of their characters.
The Viewpoints helped the actors to experiment with different emotions, situations, and
perspectives that they could then incorporate into their character work.
Also during the warm up, the actors spent time creating relationships with other
actors. This is where, as the director, I started to play with emotional scenarios. At one
rehearsal, I had the actors act as if they had just found out that their best friend had died.
During the same rehearsal, I had them act as if something they hated was in the same
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room witii them. These types of exercises helped with my vision of the show of telling
the story as unprejudiced and fair as possible.
Initially, I used the Source-work and Viewpoints exercises to help the actors
understand differing perspectives, opinions, and beliefs. If the actors were aware of these
differences, then tiiey would be aware if they included them in the character work. I, at
first, did not want them to include these perspectives in their character work because I
wanted their portrayals to be objective and fair. But with the use of the Viewpoints, I
realized later in the process that I did not want objectivity. In fact, I wanted honesty and
the Viewpoints help with that.
I was optimistic that using the Viewpoints process would make my life as a
director easier. Not only did it allow actors to be creative and responsible for much of the
blocking of the play, but it also allowed the designers to have fun with the process. The
designers and the dramaturg were major instmments in the process. They were all
familiar with the story of The Laramie Project, so with this information they would come
into rehearsal and play with the actors. Most of the time they would watch warm-ups to
gather ideas for their design concepts, but at certain times, they would become a part of
the warm up. During one particular rehearsal. Carmen Gomez, the lighting designer, and
Chris Leffel, the sound designer came into rehearsal and played with lights and music
during the actors' Viewpoints warm up. The actors, through their training, naturally
responded kinesthetically to the new stimuli created by Carmen and Chris.
In viewing The Laramie Project as a work of Viewpoints, I knew that it would
only make my work as a director easier. Viewpoints is a process that allows for
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collaboration in the creation of a production. It also helps create a strong acting
ensemble. These were two guidelines that I wanted to create during the rehearsal of
Laramie. Without the collaboration of the director, designers, dramaturg, stage manager,
and actors and a strong acting ensemble, I strongly believe my production of The
Laramie Project would have not been as successful as it tumed out to be. In viewing The
Laramie Project as a work of Viewpoints, I strongly believe that I guaranteed a strong,
successful show.
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CHAPTER III
DIRECTOR'S APPROACH TO THE REHEARSAL PROCESS

When I direct a show, I do not go into the rehearsal with every scene already
blocked. I strongly feel that this autocratic approach to directing takes away from the
collaborative, creative space of the actor and the designer. Instead, I approach a rehearsal
with a guiding hand. I push the actors and designers to not only take my suggestions and
ideas but also to come up with their own. On occasion, I ask them to challenge my ideas
and to come up with better ones. In this give-and-take situation, we create a collaborative
team and a family. We establish a relationship in which we leam to listen and help each
other. Because Anne Bogart's Viewpoints process encourages the actor and designer to
think in terms of teamwork, the collaborative rehearsal process evolves naturally.

Brechtian Elements of the Script and Production
Through my analysis of the script, I realized that I could approach it from a
Brechtian angle; that is, it contained elements that one would fmd in the works of Bertoh
Brecht, a playwright and director who developed the epic theatre. In Brecht's epic
theatre, according to theater historian Elizabeth Wright,
the stage begins not only to narrate but also to comment
and criticize from a viewpoint not necessarily tied to the
immediate action. The hallmark of epic theatre is its
emphasis on the production of text. Brecht's aesthetic is
based upon a view of the text that has become mandatory in
poststructuralist theory: the text as site of production,
involving author, reader, and an Other, which for Brecht is
history. In order to bring home to the audience the
productive potential of the text, Brecht has to create
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narrative distance by his technique of writing, staging,
acting, and directing. The whole of the theatre must change
its form, not only the text or the actor or the performance:
the audience too must alter its attitude. The constant
intermption of the narrative works to create a distance
between stage and audience. (Wright 31)
Moises Kaufinan and the Tectonic Theater Project, when writing the script, also created a
"constant interruption of the narrative" (Wright 31) through the use of moments. By
establishing this constant interruption, the actors, when delivering dialogue, created a
distance between the action on the stage and those watching the play. This constant
intermption of the narrative alienates the audiences. Alienation, according to Brecht, is a
concept that audiences' emotional involvement should be minimized so that they will
instead be involved intellectually with the political or social message. To help emphasize
this intermption, I had the media designer. Carmen Gomez, introduce each moment with
a placard or slide that would be displayed on the large projection screen on the back wall
of the stage.
Another area that Kaufinan and his company focused on was the re-telling or
historicizing of the events. Historicizing involves the writers/director/actors retelling the
story, adding their own perspectives and opinions on the incident. Dr. David Williams,
my thesis chair and head of the Theatre History sector of the Theatre and Dance
Department, used today's televised football games as an example to explain Brecht's
theory of historicization more clearly. When watching a live football game on T.V., the
spectator is reacting to events that are happening live at that moment. The emotional
attachment to and involvement in the game are higher and more intense. When retelling
or historicizing those same events that were witnessed on T.V., the spectator is not as
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emotionally attached and involved as before. This detachment or separation of emotions
is actually what Brecht was aiming for. It allowed for the spectator to think more
objectivity about what had occurred, with the goal that this objectivity would be added to
the retelling of the events.
In developing The Laramie Project, the company first interviewed the community
members of Laramie, Wyoming, and then went back to New York City to write the
script. Historicizing thus occurred in two places: with the citizens of Laramie and with
the members of the Tectonic Theatre Project.
Because Kaufinan calls for the show to be "actor-driven" (Kaufman xiv), I had
the actors on stage throughout the entire performance of the show, even if they were not
involved with a particular moment. In having the audience observe the actors on stage
and those offstage, the audience would be reminded through this intermption that they
were witnessing a theatrical event and would focus their attention on the social issues
being discussed. This is the result that Brecht wanted as well. "What Brecht is after is to
provoke the audience to want to change social reality that goes on" (Wright 24).
I believe that by emphasizing the Brechtian elements of the show through design
and acting, the audience would question social issues and think about them more. My
initial vision asked for the audience to do this task after watching an objectively delivered
performance. In the end, the vision changed so as to ask the audience to question, think,
and change society by telling the play honestly. The design elements would help remind
the audience they were watching a play and create a distance, while the acting would be
real and honest to the voices of Laramie.
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The Physical Space
In submitting to direct in the lab theatre, I was aware of the spatial dimensions
and qualities of the theatre and also its limitations. The lab theatre space seats only
ninety-nine patrons and is partly proscenium but mostly a thmst stage. The seats and the
curtains are brown. The curtains separate the proscenium part of the stage from the thmst
stage. The walls that surround the stage are painted black and the ceiling is
approximately twenty feet high from the floor. The seating area surrounds the thrust
portion of the stage. From the upstage end of the stage to the downstage end of the stage,
the length measures approximately twenty feet. The width of the stage measures fifteen
feet. In the end, the lab theatre space is a small. The space holds many challenges not
only for the director, but also for the actors and designers.
I wanted to get rid of the curtains first. They took away from the look of the
production; I wanted a more open space. My wish for the removal of the curtains was
granted. With the curtains removed, it opened up the space. There was a lot more room
upstage and in the wings. Because I would be using the wing spaces for the actors' use
during the show, the brown curtains would have obstmcted the view of the audience from
seeing any of these newly found areas and the actors' work. The audience could now see
past the thmst area to all the room in back of the theatre and observe the actors when they
were not onstage. I wanted the actors to be seen at all times, even when not performing a
moment, because as Bertolt Brecht would say, it reminded the audience that they are
watching a play.
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The back wall, now visible, was beautiful. It gave the space a raw feeling as if it
were now a garage. I liked that because the space now felt cold. It felt like it had no
emotion in it. I wanted the actors' work to fill the space with color and emotion. I did not
want for the space to create these emotions and colors. With such a cold atmosphere, the
actors and designers would have to work hard to warm up the space.
Because Laramie was the first show of the season, I was not able to work with the
designers until school began. I did not have the luxury of working weeks beforehand
with designers like other directors did. So in fact, the designers were designing as I was
blocking the show. When rehearsal began, I did not have a set design yet. It was not
until after I had blocked the first act that Ross had completed the set design. It did not
bother me. It only added more to the collaborative feel of the entire process.
I wanted to give the space more of a Brechtian feel. I did not want a major set
design from Ross, because I wanted the audience to remember that they were sitting in a
theatre. The wing space would be used by the actors to sit during the moments that they
were not performing. Adding to the Brechtian feel of the space, I wanted a way to
project a live video feed and slides. Together Ross and Carmen came up with the idea
that a huge projection screen would be mounted on the back wall. The projection screen
would be used as a placard to tell the audience the title of each moment. It would also be
used as an enlarged television screen during Act II when the media took over the
community of Laramie.
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One important set element that everyone immediately agreed that we must have
was the fence. Having a replica of the fence that Matthew Shepard was tied to for over
eighteen hours was vital.
Because the Viewpoints process makes the actor more flexible, the actors did not
have a problem adjusting to Ross' completed set. Ross and Carmen would periodically
attend rehearsals to help the actors imagine where everything was. I do not believe that I
had ever seen this much interaction between actors and designers during a production.
From the begirming, things were falling into place for everyone. Because the actors,
designers and I were doing our individual work together, in the end the show was
successful.

Rehearsal Procedures
When I submitted my play proposals in the fall of 2001,1 clearly stated that I
would direct The Laramie Project usmg Anne Bogart's Viewpoints process. Everyone in
the department had become familiar with the use of Viewpoints from word of mouth or
after watching Dr. Homan's production of The Tempest. But because The Tempest
received many negative responses and reviews, the designers and actors of Laramie were
hesitant to begin the Viewpoints process. I reassured everyone that the process is a
collaborative process and in no way would become too overbearing or detract from our
goal of telling this story. The words in the script were still the most important element.
One of the major reasons The Tempest received negative attention was because there was
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not enough time and focus spent working on the text. I let everyone know that we would
not make that same mistake.
Every rehearsal would begin with at least thirty minutes of Viewpoints warm-up.
I told the actors that this part of the rehearsal would be consistent from the beginning
until the last performance. In having this as a constant, the actors and designers would
always be aware that collaboration was needed in order to fulfill my vision for the show.

Acting Style
Initially, I did not want the actors to grow emotionally attached to the script.
Even though Viewpoints allows the actor to feel and understand a script better, I wanted
no emotional connection to the script. (Even though, looking back on this, it is very
difficult to not be emotionally coimected to a script, especially with The Laramie Project.)
Because the script was written in a journalist style, the entire dialogue is factual. I
wanted the actors to simply report the facts. In detaching themselves from the story, as
joumalists do, the actors would portray the fair vision that we had initially envisioned.
During each Viewpoints warm up, I allowed the actors to add different emotions.
I wanted to make the actor aware of the different emotions that each character might have
been feeling when he was actually being interviewed. I did want that particular emotion
for that particular character in the show; however, I did not want the actor to comment on
the character. When the actor played a member of the Tectonic Theater Project, I wanted
tiie actor to play the journalist without emotion. I wanted them to play them objectively.
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In the end, the actors were successful, but as tiie director, I did comment on the
play in certain moments through my blocking. Even though I did not want the actors to
comment on the characters, I commented with certain blocking choices. I will explain
further in the following section.

Moment Work
As I mentioned earlier, the initial concept of the show was to tell it journalistically
in a non-biased form. However, when I look back to the final product, I have come to
realize that I added my perspective as the director to the entire production. I will describe
a few moments from the show in more detail.
In one particular moment titled "Alison and Marge," I emphasized the importance
of Matthew Shepard. In this moment, Alison (Kim Brownlee) and Marge (Mary
Housewirth) were being interviewed by a member of the Tectonic Theater Project, Greg
Pierotti (Cleo House, Jr.). At the beginning of the interview, I had Cleo sit behind the
women facing toward house right. The women faced forward slightly angled toward
house left with their backs to Cleo. The beginning of the interview was nothing but small
talk, until Cleo asked the women about Matthew Shepard, when all three actors took a
moment to tum and face each other. In having them do this action, I placed more
significance on Matthew Shepard. The other dialogue in the interview did not matter. I
wanted the audience to realize that this part of the moment was the cmx of the interview.
In the moment "Joumal Entries," company member Barbara Pitts (Letecia Bryan)
described what she saw when the company entered Laramie for the first time. At the end
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of the moment, she told the audience what she saw on a sign posted outside a motel: "Oh,
and as we passed the University Inn, on the sign where amenities such as heated pool or
cable TV are usually touted, it said: HATE IS NOT A LARAMIE VALUE" (Kaufman
14). Right before the last statement of this moment, I had Letecia address the entire
audience. I wanted her to make the audience distance themselves from the play and force
them to also think, "Hate is not a Lubbock value." By directly addressing the audience,
the audience then would feel that Letecia, the actress, was telling them what to do and
think.
In "It Happened Here," Letecia played a Muslim woman, Zubaida Ula. In this
moment she questioned why the community was distancing themselves from the crime.
At the end, she told the community that the crime indeed did happen: "I mean, these
people are trying to distance themselves from this crime. And we need to own this crime.
I feel. Everyone needs to own it. We are like this. We ARE like this. WE are LIKE
this" (Kaufinan 60). With the last three phrases of "We are like this," I had Letecia
address each part of the house. I wanted the audience to take responsibility for the crime
by having them feel as if Letecia was talking to them about themselves.
At the end of Act I, Aaron Kreifels (Kim Brownlee) told his story of discovering
Matthew on the fence in the moment, "Finding Matthew Shepard." In this moment, I
made a clear and strong choice to make Matthew's presence alive and real to the
audience. To make this happen, I had the actors who were not involved in this moment
stand on top of the upstage platform facing the back wall. When Kim stated that she had
found Matthew tied to the fence, the actors facing the back wall began to vocalize a
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human breathing sound. They continued to vocalize until Reggie Fluty (Sarah Tipton),
the officer first at the scene of the crime, mentioned that when she untied Matthew and
tumed him on his side, he stopped breathing. At this particular spot, the actors also
stopped breathing. When Reggie told of tuming Matthew over again and of him
resummg his breathing, the actors began to vocalize again. In having this vocalization of
breath present, I hoped it would force the audience to make Matthew present in the
theatre.
Nadia Bodie, a graduate student, recently told me that this moment sent chills
down her spine. She told me that when she first heard the breathing she thought it was a
recording. In a Brechtian way, it took her out of the play and made her search for the
source creating the sound. When she realized that the actors on stage were the ones
creating the sound, she immediately became afraid for Matthew because the sound was
now a human sound, a real sound. This is what I was looking for-to make Matthew
human and real.
In Act II, I used live video feeds. During the medical updates, when Rulon Stacey
(Cleo House, Jr.) would give updates on Matthew's progress, the live video feeds created
distance between the audience and what was happening on stage. Here, I wanted the
audience to see not only the live video but also the live actors on stage creating what was
on the projection screen. I wanted the audience to realize that what they saw on their
television screens in 1998 when the incident was really getting national attention was real.
When we watch horrific events on television or when joumalists are telling news of these
events, we, the viewers, distance ourselves from the reality of the event. If we don't want
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to hear about it, we can easily tum the television off But during the medical update
moments, the audience could not tum the television-the projection screen-off. The
audience was made aware of the reality of what happened to Matthew Shepard (see
Figures C5 and C6).
In the last moment I am going to discuss, "Lifestyle 2," a Baptist minister (Letecia
Bryan) and company member Amanda Gronich (Mary Housewirth) discussed Matthew
Shepard's lifestyle. Similar to the "Alison and Marge" moment, the two women sat near
each other at the beginning of the moment during the small talk profile to center house
with their backs touching each other (see Figure C7). After Letecia began to talk about
Matthew's lifestyle and how she said that she hoped, "as he was tied to that fence, that he
had time to reflect on a moment when someone had spoken the word of the Lord to
him—and that before he slipped into a coma he had a chance to reflect on his lifestyle,"
at this particular instance in the moment, Letecia and Mary began to slowly distance
themselves by walking away from each other. I wanted the audience to see that the
Baptist minister's insensitive (some may even say hateful) speech created a distance
between the two women on stage. The speech separated them and that kind of speech
created nothing but separation. Going against what I initially wanted, I showed my bias
against the Baptist minister by showing this separation.

Challenges in Rehearsal
The biggest challenge I had was the short amount of tune that I had to put this
production together. The first play of the season typically has the shortest amount of
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rehearsal time. However, I did not want to come across as though w e had a deadline and
therefore needed to rush through the process. Keeping the company of actors and
designers calm was a huge task, but I reassured them constantly that things would all
come together. In the end, if I had had more time, I would have gone back to work more
on character development and character relationships.
After reading the post production surveys, there was one problem that I did not
see. As I mentioned earlier, I left the lab theati-e when the actors composed the moments
of the play. As it tums out, because I was not in the room, one of the actors (Sarah
Tipton) took on the role of director. What I initially wanted from the process was for the
entu-e ensemble to work collaboratively to compose the moments. I did not want a
surrogate director. Several of the actors were upset that Sarah was now the director. I do
not blame them~I would be, too. But looking back, what really upset me is that no one
voiced this concern until after the show was over. I believe no one did because they
thought I was either too busy or very sensitive. (Some actors voiced this concern in their
responses, see Appendix F.) I understand now why some of the actors jokingly told me
that I directed from the outside or not at all because when I had the actors compose the
moments, I left the lab theatre to give them privacy. While I was gone, Sarah became my
replacement.
To make matters worse, I would come back into the lab theatre and change things.
The actors would get fiiistrated and angry with me because I was always changing
blocking. My fauU was that I didn't explain this part of the process clearly. I wanted the
ensemble to compose images of the moment without using text. When I retumed to the
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lab theatre, I would take their creative compositions and shape them to fit the space or to
make them more appealing to the eye. I should have complimented the actors more on
their hard work and for allowing me to change their pictures. I should have also
reiterated more that I wanted the actors to take ownership of the show. The show is very
actor centered, and I wanted them to know that. By using Viewpoints and having them
compose the moments, they were taking part in that ownership. My role was only to
push them and guide them into creating the moments as we had envisioned them.
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CHAPTER IV
A COLLABORATIVE APPROACH TO DIRECTING
/ am interested in the artistic process. In order to
approach the theatre as artists, we should have a good look
at our tools and how we make decisions. How do we
approach one another in the arena of a rehearsal or on a
stage? How do we begin, how do we proceed, and what
are our allies?
- Anne Bogart
(Introduction from A Director Prepares)

The Process
Process is everything to me. A director cannot go into rehearsal for a production
and expect a show to create itself It takes ideas and it takes a creative guide, the leader,
to make sure that these ideas become concrete and visible to the audience's eye. I see the
director as the person who in the end makes the final decisions, but who during the
rehearsal process, leads or guides the design team and the acting ensemble in the path of
the director's vision. But how does the creative guide, the director, make his ideas for a
show concrete? How does the director express his innermost thoughts and dreams for his
task (his baby) to the design team and to the actors?
The joumey that the production team travels is called the rehearsal process. It is a
joumey of discovery. It is a joumey full of successes and the occasional failure or two.
It is a joumey consumed of tears and laughter. Let's just say it is the joumey of love and
hate and through every joumey we take in life, we leam something new. Process is
everything. It is required.
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The following chapter is a retelling of the events from when the collaborative
process using Viewpoints started until the production opened. During the summer before
I went into rehearsal for The Laramie Project, while doing summer repertory theatre in
Angel Fire, New Mexico, I had lunch with Fred Christoffel, our department chair, to talk
about who I would like to have as the designers for the show. During this lunch, Fred
told me that Jenny Packard, an undergraduate theatre major, would be stage managing
the show. I was happy. Jenny is a very new stage manager, but during the summer I had
grown fond of her. I thought that this show would be a great show for her to actually get
her feet wet. I told Fred that I would love to have Amanda Dulin, an undergraduate
theatre major, design costumes and Chris Leffel, an undergraduate theatre major, design
sound. He told me that I would most likely get both of them. I still was not sure whether
I needed or wanted a set designer because the script only called for a bare stage, but I
wanted different acting levels. I would decide later. Fred told me that most likely
whoever designed the lights would also be designing the media for the show. I suggested
Zach Ehns, an undergraduate theafre major, and Carmen Gomez, a graduate design
student, for the lighting designer and media designer. I was worried about that because
those two jobs were very time consuming and demanding jobs separately. I would have
to wait until school started to fmd out who I would have as the lighting/media designer
and set designer if I chose to have one.
Later into the lunch, we started to talk about my ideas for the show. I told Fred
tiiat I was going to use Anne Bogart's Viewpoints for the rehearsal process. He seemed
to think it was a great idea. I told him that I really wanted this show to be a collaborative
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effort on everyone's part. I wanted everyone to feel that they made a difference and that
their hard work paid off. I have never been the autocratic director who tells everyone
what to do, so I did not want this process to be any different. I had one concern. I told
Fred that the last few shows I had directed were at the Texas public school level. At this
level, the director is also the stage manager, dramaturg, lighting designer, costume
designer, sound designer, and set designer. I was worried that I may have gotten used to
being the sole person in charge.

Fred reassured me that after watching me work, he did

not think I would have a problem.
Fred, then, gave me a great idea. He said a good way to start making your design
team feel that this was a collaborative project was to invite them over for diimer off
campus. He also said that a great way to generate immediate, impulsive ideas would be
to have the design team read the script together first. So I took the idea and ran with it.
The lunch with Fred was the beginning of what would be a very rewarding process.

Joumal Entries
During the rehearsal process of the show. Dr. Jonathan Marks, my directing
advisor, asked that I keep a joumal of my process. In understanding how I work and
think, I wanted to include my joumal entries in this chapter. I think it is vital to read
what my feelings, thoughts, and ideas were for the production and everyone associated
with it during the time that it was exactly happening. I have edited and even censored
some of the joumals to protect the innocent and myself After re-reading what I wrote
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months ago, I have gone back and commented on some of the joumals. You will find my
comments in italics.

Monday, August 19,2002
Today Fred solidified who the designers would be. After begging for Carmen
Gomez, Fred finally gave in. Carmen will be the lighting/media designer. I uhimately
decided that I did want a set designer. I realized that the stage would be boring if it were
all at one level. I wanted a designer who could still keep the stage minimal by giving it a
Brechtian feel, but who could also be creative enough to give it several acting levels.
Before school started, I had met Ross Flemming. Ross is a set designer. Ross, with his
friendly attitude, just stole my heart. I wanted him as the set designer. So I asked Fred
and he did not hesitate. Ross Flemming became the set designer on this day.
When I told Ross the good news, he hugged me. Ross feared having to audition
this semester. He did not want to sing, but because he was now designing for my show,
he did not have to audition. It was nice to see him relieved and that happy. I knew from
then on that I would work well with Ross. Fred assigned Amanda and Chris as the
costume designer and sound designer, respectively. I was so blessed!! I had a very
experienced team of designers. I knew because of their experience I would not have
difficulty working with them.
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Monday, August 26,2002
First (Unofficial) Production Meeting with the Designers
I fed the design team first. (It is always important to feed the poor and the
hungry. They will love you for the generous gesture.) We then all sat in my living room
to read the script together. It was good to hear the words of the script from people other
than the voices in my head. The characters had individual distinction now. They were
beginning to come to life. They were not simply imaginary beings living in my head.
After we read the script, I asked the designers several questions that I made up off the top
of my head after reading the play. We would reveal our answers at our first official
production meeting in the next few days.

This assignment was the beginning of Source-

Work.
The questions were as follows:
1. In one sentence, what are your initial reactions after reading the play?
2. What are the images you remember the most?
3. What are the sounds you remember the most?
4. What themes are represented in the play?
5. What is The Laramie Project?
6. Who is Matthew Shepard?
7. What is the question we are trying to ask the audience?
Just when I thought everyone wanted to leave, they all stayed around for about another
hour outside on my porch. Outside, we primarily talked about the importance of this
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show and how we needed to be accurate with it. I was so overwhelmed at how everyone
believed in this show and how excited they were to be a part of it.

Wednesday, August 28,2002
First (Official) Production Meeting
I talked a little about how I felt Monday night had gone and how eager I was to
begin working on tiiis special project. With that, we began talking about our answers to
the questions I had asked on Monday night.
It felt like everyone was on the same page. Every idea and opinion had some kind
of connection to another idea or opinion.
After we talked about the first 4 questions, I had the design team gather in a circle
and hold hands while I played the opening credits music from the movie version of The
Laramie Project. It was very dramatic music, music that I hoped would entice the
designers to feel something. The purpose of the exercise was to generate energy and to
create a bond with the team. While the music played I had them think about their
answers to the last three questions. From there, we started an hour-long discussion about
what the play meant to us and what we wanted the audience to get from it.
After the wonderful dialogue, I gave the designers homework (source-work).
They are to answer two questions using only images: What is love? What is hate? They
will present their answers to the cast next week. I'm excited. This is such a creative
team that I cannot wait to see what they come up with.
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Thursday, August 29, 2002
Auditions
I cannot believe the courage many students in our department and around our
school have to audition. Some students do it every semester because it is required of
them, but many students do it for the chance that they may be cast in one of the shows. It
was exciting to see over a hundred different students do their magic. I was extremely
impressed by freshmen who gave extraordinary auditions. I was just blown away by so
many people. One negative aspect of the process is that it takes so long to see everyone.
It took over 5 hours to see everyone. With occasional breaks, I survived the process.
As a director, I was looking for certain skills in each audition. Since The Laramie
Project requires the actors to be strong, mature, flexible and smart, I could not really see
some of these skills from a 2-niinute audition. So I looked for stage presence. How well
did the actor take control of the stage and herselfhimself? I also looked for strength of
the voice. Did the actor have excellent projection and diction skills? But most of all, I
looked for how well the actor made choices and used his body. Did the actor make
strong, smart choices or not?
With that judging criteria, I was able to immediately come up with a callback list.
Jenny (the stage manager) and I were able to print out a callback list in 30 minutes. Our
list was comprised of 18 men and 18 women. From this list I would come up with my
cast of 4 men and 4 women. I was excited and I had one full day to come up with my
callback audition plan.
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Friday, August 30, 2002
Talk Back Meeting
Because The Laramie Project deals with issues Ifeel warrant further discussion, I
pushed for the department to host several talk back sessions after several performances.
This moming I met with Richard Privitt, Audience Relations Specialist, and Chris
Mitchell, President of Texas Tech Queers and Allies, to discuss possible themes for the
three talkbacks that will follow three of the performances for The Laramie Project. At
this meeting, we came up with a list of names of people from on-campus and around the
community who might want to be on three different panels. We decided that the three
panels would be as followed:
1. Hate Crimes: The Legalities surrounding a Hate Crime
2. Why Here? Producing The Laramie Project at Texas Tech University
3. Could it Happen Here? Could a Hate Crime Happen in Lubbock, Texas?
With this information, we were able to create a long list of possible panelists. Chris and
Richard will begin contacting everyone on that list. Our next meeting will be next
Friday.

Getting Ready
I got advice for auditions from Anne Bogart the other day, and she stated the
following: "As for auditions, you need to figure out and be able to describe what you
need from the actors you will work with. Make a list of attributes or skills or qualities.
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Then figure out what you can do in auditions to investigate those areas. Sometimes you
can know a lot by how the person walks in the room" (Bogart email August 28,2002).
So today I spent time thinking about what kind of exercises the actors can do to
show off the skills I needed to put this play on. Because the Laramie Project has only
eight actors portraying over 60 characters, I wanted an exercise that would allow the
actor to transform into different characters in one scene. I re-read the script to find
scenes where this could be done. I found many and narrowed it down to only 4 scenes.
One scene I would use for men and one for women as monologues. The other two scenes
would be group scenes.
The other exercise I came up with was for ensemble building. I wanted to see how
actors worked together and how quickly they would be on their feet. Taking an idea from
Dr. Homan's callback audition for The Tempest last year, I had an idea for a composition
exercise. (See exercise in the Appendix) Here the actors would be divided into groups of
four and be given an assignment which they only had 15 minutes to work on. The groups
would be asked to tell a story using only movement and sound. The story has to
incorporate the story of a hate crime. It must include the foUowmg: a laugh, a cry, 15
seconds of simultaneous movement, a dance, a moment where everyone is extremely far
from each other, a moment where everyone is extremely close to each other, a moment
where everyone changes characters, a sound to signify the change in characters, and
incorporate these phrases: "Live and Let Live." "No, No, No!" "I feh sick to my
stomach."
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With these two exercises, I felt confident that I would see what I needed to see
from the actors to cast the show.

Saturday, August 31,2002
Callbacks
This moming, I was too excited. I knew exactly what I was looking for. I was
concemed that I would not have enough time, though. Everyone checked in, except for
one student. So I didn't have any major adjustments to do. We started the audition by
doing warm-up exercises. I explained to everyone that the audition had already begun
and that I was looking for how people worked together. I could tell from the way people
carried themselves what kind of actors they were, though I still needed to see more.
Some actors came to the audition very timid. They did not take control of the situation
and show some kind of poise. This was one of the characteristics I was looking for in the
cast ©factors.
I did not lead warm ups. I had the actors lead it. I randomly called their names to
test their spontaneity. Warm ups lasted about 20 minutes. From warm ups, I divided
them into groups. Each group had 15 minutes to do the first 'Composition' exercise. I
had the opportunity to go around and witness each group work together. In most cases,
the more experienced theatre student took charge of the assignment. We gathered back in
the lab theatre to see each group's final product. Most groups did extremely well. One
group did not follow the mles and used dialogue throughout their scene. This group
really caused me to worry because if they cannot follow simple directions during the
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callback audition, would they be able to follow directions during rehearsal? After
watching the other groups, they realized that they had misunderstood the directions of the
exercise. After all the groups were done, I was really depressed. Each story had a
somber feeling to it. From images of death, the Holocaust, and group beatings, one could
not help feeling hurt from witnessing what the groups had performed. We took a 10minute break immediately following that.
Then I had two group scenes I wanted to work on. In these two group scenes, I
would test the flexibility of actors to transform into other characters. The scenes I had
chosen had 10 to 12 characters in them. I chose to divide the groups into 4 to 6 persons.
This would allow for each actor to have to act out more than one character. I did not
explain this part to the actors. I wanted them to figure it out on their own. I had them
come up to the stage. I chose groups different from the first groups. I handed over the
scenes and gave them 15 minutes to work on it. Again, like the first exercise, we
reconvened in the lab theatre to watch everyone's performance. This exercise gave me a
better look at how the actor handled the script and how easily s/he could transform into
different characters. Plus, it gave me a feel for how well the actor could move on stage.
After seeing each group, I dismissed actors that I knew I did not need to see
anymore. I had my top choices stay for monologue readings. In the last hour, I heard the
men and women read monologues that were unique. In each monologue 'scene,' the
actor had to transform at least three times. Again, this allowed me to see if the actor
could do the fast transitions from character to character, and how well they took
command of the stage and the script. After this, I dismissed all the actresses. I wanted
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to see the men do one last thing. In the script, there is a moment where the character,
Rulon Stacey, cries on stage after announcing to the media the death of Matthew
Shepard. I wanted to see if the men were comfortable and able to do this moment. So
one by one, they each gave their interpretation of the moment. I did give one set of
directions; I asked the actors to work with emotion. Some actors did very well while
others failed. This exercise helped a lot in the final casting decision because it allowed
me to see which actors were at ease showing emotion on stage.
Jenny and I went to Orlando's Italian Restaurant immediately after to discuss
what we had just witnessed this moming. I value the stage manager's opinion, so I asked
her what she thought and whom she liked. After talking about that, I put the men and
women in order of preference.
My dream cast included 4 men-Alan Taylor, Cleo House, Jr., Justin Cypert, and
Carson Soelberg; and 4 women-Mary Housewirth, Sarah Tipton, Kim Brownlee, and
Angela Thompson. I knew that Cleo, Carson, Mary, and Angela were also called back to
Damn Yankees so I was ready to fight for them in the casting meeting. In the casting
meeting, all the directors for the fall season (typically 4 directors/4 shows) get together
to decide their casts. Because rehearsal schedules overlap, casting could be a problem.
If an actor is wanted by a director whose shows overlap, then they must come to a
compromise to see which director gets that actor. Arguments sometimes arise because of
the overlapping rehearsal schedules.
Jenny and I agreed on our top choices for men and women. We wrote out three
lists: our first choice cast, second choice cast, and our third choice cast. We were ready
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to go into the casting meeting tomorrow. I knew that I would have to fight for one of my
choices. I was ready.

Sunday, September 1, 2002
Casting Meeting
I couldn't wait any longer. What was going to happen in this meeting? I had
spoken to Dr. Homan Saturday night and she told me what I needed to go into the
meeting with. She told me to create a list of my top three choices for each role. I felt
good about that because Jenny and I had already done that at lunch yesterday. So I feh as
prepared as I could be.
Everyone was really nice. All four directors and their stage managers were
present including Dr. Marks and Fred Christoffel, who oversaw everything. They made
sure no one killed each other over an actor.
The process ran smoothly. Every stage manager wrote on the chalkboards their
director's dream cast (our first choice). From here, we looked at conflicts. Were any
actors on the Damn Yankee'% dream cast and mine? If there were, we had to work them
out so that each director received at least a small portion of their dream cast. Sure
enough, Cleo, Carson, and Angela were also on the dream cast list for Damn Yankees.
Carson and Angela had major roles so I knew Dr. Donahue, director of Damn Yankees,
would not let me have them. So I kindly gave them up to her. However, I needed Cleo.
Cleo is probably one of the most talented actors we have, so I was going to fight for him.
Dr. Marks helped us compromise. He mentioned to Dr. Donahue that I had easily given
up Carson and Angela and that the nice thing for her to do was let me have Cleo. She did
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with reservations. I knew she did not want to, but she did. What director does not want
her entire dream cast? I did.
I was very happy because I basically still had my dream cast. And even if I had to
trade someone, I still had capable actors as my reserves. So I lost Angela and Carson. I
had to fill their spaces. Next on my list of preferences were Sean Kelley and Letecia
Bryan. I was in luck; neither was called back for Damn Yankees.
Jenny and I quickly typed out our cast list so that we could post h on the lab
theatre window. I was so excited to finally have a cast.
We were scheduled to have our first read-through tonight. So that just made it
even more exciting. I'd fmally be meeting my new family!

First Read-Through
Fifteen minutes before we began our first read-through, I realized that I had not
assigned characters to the actors. Luckily for me, I had already assigned characters to
actor #1, actor #2, etc. I just didn't know who would be actor #1, and so on. I quickly
highlighted the major characters on my chart (see the character breakdown in the
Appendix) and while each actor of the ensemble entered the green room, I envisioned
them playing the characters. I thought really hard to myself and asked myself who could
play the major characters. In the end, the decision was simple. Justin would play Doc
O'Conner and Reverend Fred Phelps. Cleo would play Father Roger Schmit and Rulon
Stacey. Alan, being the youngest of the cast, would play Jedidiah Schultz and the two
perpetrators, Russell Henderson and Aaron McKinney. Sean Kelley would play Matthew
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Shepard's father, Dennis Shepard. For the women, Mary Housewirth would play Marge
Murray and Sherry Johnson. Kim Brownlee would play Matthew's close friend,
Romaine Patterson, and Aaron Kreifels. Letecia Bryan would play Catherine Connolly
and Zubaida Ula and Sarah Tipton would play Reggie Fluty and Rebecca Hilliker.
At our first read-through, we had our first introductions of actors and designers.
Jenny had the actors fill out important paperwork and I just waited. I waited for the
reading to begin. It was nice to finally have real voices speaking the words in this play.
It brought it to life.
After the reading, we talked about initial reactions to the script. The response was
that it was a powerful script that needed to be performed. Actors expressed concems
about how they would be able to portray so many different characters.
I informed the actors of the process we would be using throughout the rehearsal
period. We would be implementing my understanding of Anne Bogart's Viewpoints. So
after explaining the process to the actors, I gave them source-work homework. Their
homework was to answer a question with only images. The question was "What is gay?"
I am enthused to see what they come up with. We'll go over our answers tomorrow
night.
I wrote to Anne Bogart again to ask her about blocking the moments. Her advice
to me was, "My only advice to you is to follow the impulses of the moment rather than
any pre-thought out process. That does not mean not to plan. You've got to plan a lot
and have all kinds of agendas in order to let them go in the moment" (Bogart email
September 3,2002).
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Monday, September 2,2002
Ensemble work - Viewpoints
Today I introduced the actors to Anne Bogart's Viewpoints. We spent the first
two hours working on the first four Viewpoints of time. During a typical rehearsal, we
start with warm-up exercises that last at least thirty minutes. I cannot further stress how
very important stretching and warm-ups are to all actors! We first do individual stretches
and then we do about 10 minutes of Yoga Salutations to the Sun. This part of the
rehearsal will really get the actors' bodies warmed up. After that we do a Viewpoints
warm-up. Viewpoints relate to movement, so the actors really move during this portion
of the rehearsal. This part of the warm-up also becomes very exhausting, but it is also
fim because the actors get to experiment in ways they usually do not get a chance to.
During Viewpoints, all the actors move around the stage freely. First the actors move
without making eye contact with the other actors. They have to keep their "soft" focus.
(Soft focus is being aware of your surroundings without making eye contact with other
actors.) During a Viewpoints warm-up, I call out the Viewpoints. The actors will have
to react without thinking about what I say to them. For example, if I yell "tempo," then
the actors know that they need to be conscious of their tempo. At that point, they play
with tempo.
Viewpoint warm-ups allow the actor to experiment with everything. The actor
should not be worried about what outside forces like the director, the audience, or even
the other actors think about the work they are doing. They should be conscious of them
and allow themselves to react to them, but the actor should never allow what an outside
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force sees or thinks to dictate what they do. They should have fun and explore while
always keeping focus. Midway through the warm up, I will ask them to begin creating
relationships. It is very important that actors remain focused and are committed to this
process. If one person thmks that the exercise is a waste of time or that it is funny, then it
will not work. All the actors need to be committed. When creating relationships, the
actors really need to respond to each other. They need to react instantaneously. It is also
important to emphasize that this warm-up should not focus on thinking. Once the actor
begins to think, immediate natural reactions and responses lose their authenticity. After a
Viewpoints warm up, we do about 10 minutes of breathing and vocal warm-ups.
We worked on the Viewpoints of time today: tempo, duration, kinesthetic
response, and repetition. Tomorrow we will add in the Viewpoints of space. Everyone m
the ensemble has been exposed to Viewpoints before with the exception of Alan Taylor.
It was nice to see his reaction to it. He was lost, but at the same time he attempted to let
himself be led by the process. I could see that there was an inner stmggle that hmdered
him from doing what the Viewpoints ask of him. It will be a challenge for him to get
accustomed to such a process since he is so new to it all, but I think he can do it. I asked
him what he thought after rehearsal and he said that it was cool, but confusmg. He also
said that it was different and that it will take him a while to get used to it.
When we finished the Viewpoints training, we looked at our source-work
homework. Everyone brought in many images from magazines, the Internet and personal
photos. Everyone had different images for their answer rangmg from two men being
together to the rainbow to stereotypical images and famous gay icons like Richard
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Simmons and Boy George. The activity helped with group bonding by allowing them to
share their innermost personal feeling about the subject. In being able to share such
personal experiences, it created an environment that was comfortable and fun. Having
tiiis kind of environment was very important to me in creating a tight-knit ensemble, one
that would not hesitate at creating a collaborative piece of art together.
After we worked with the source-work, the actors read two news articles that
David Wygant, the dramaturg, had given them and we talked about them. The articles
were about reactions from different people to Matthew Shepard's beating. They
consisted of different opinions from both conservative and liberal people. The dialogue
lasted almost an hour. We attempted to understand what each side was arguing and then
tried to connect it to the production.

Tuesday, September 3, 2002
Today we had great workout thanks to Cleo. I knew that Cleo was
knowledgeable in exercise so I asked him to lead us in a rigorous workout for about an
hour. We went about an hour and a half. Cleo really worked us out. I even worked out
with the actors. I felt that it would be a great opportunity to sweat and be in pain with
them. I think it helped us to bond even more. I wanted to do activities that would allow
this kind of interaction. It was nice to see the cast rooting and cheering for each other
and me.
After the workout, I had the cast read some more articles that David had provided
them with. Not only did I want to work the actors out physically, but I also wanted to
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work them out mentally. After they read the two articles, we discussed them for another
hour. It was interesting to hear them talk about issues of racism, hatred, and
homophobia. One of the actors, Alan Taylor, was enlightened by every other actor's
open-mindedness. Alan has never been exposed to issues such as the ones discussed in
the articles or in The Laramie Project. So it will be interesting to see him begin to grow
and leam from his peers.

Wednesday, September 4, 2002
Yet another great workout from Cleo. After our workout, we did an hour or so of
a Viewpoints warm up. Again, most of the cast has already been exposed to Viewpoints,
except for Alan. Everything is new to Alan. It is apparent because as I watch Alan, I can
tell that he is conscious of everything he is doing. The point of Viewpoints is not to think
but to move and respond instmctively. Alan is having problems with focusmg and h's
driving me crazy. I asked Alan to stay after rehearsal so that I could explain more clearly
to him what the Viewpoints are and how an actor goes about incorporating them into his
rehearsal process. I don't think that he understands as much as I want him to. However,
I have to go on. I don't have much more time to explain to him. I hope that the chapter
written by Tina Landau from the book Anne Bogart: Viewpoints I gave him will help him
understand more clearly.
After we did the Viewpoints workout, we began by re-reading the play again. I
wanted to talk more about characters and relationships. So after we read a little bit, we
would stop and talk about what we read. This exercise seemed to be going well. Then I
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had the actors begin composing images. This is the section that Anne calls
"Composition." In this exercise, I had the actors read the first 6 moments and then I had
them act it out for me without any words. I let them know that we would be doing this
for every moment in the play. The purpose of this composition exercise is (1) to create
images, and (2) to let the actors be more involved in their blocking of the show. Overall,
the exercise was exciting and it was also challenging. I don't think that the actors
understood what they were doing. It seemed as though they were having fun, though.
We'll see how this process tums out throughout the rest of the rehearsal process. I'm still
keeping my eye out for Alan. He worries me. I don't want him to be lost or feel
uncomfortable about the process.

Thursday, September 5,2002
Cleo is killing us with his workouts. But I love it. It's nice to see that the team—
the cast—is getting along so well. It tmly excites me to see the cast doing well together.
I think a lot of them appreciate that we work out for at least an hour each day. I know I
do. It's hard to find time in our busy schedules to workout and it's nice to know that
we're guaranteed it in rehearsal. However, it won't last for much longer. I really want to
focus on blocking the entire show, so we are going to have to cut workout time to thirty
minutes instead of an hour. I want to spend more time on blocking so our entire warmup, which includes our workout and Viewpoints, will only last an hour. That leaves us
with three hours for blocking the show each day of rehearsal.
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I've done pretty well to schedule our calendar of rehearsal. I've planned it so that
we can have the weekends off and so that the actors can have time for themselves to relax
and unwind and memorize their lines, of course.
After our warm-up, the actors again did composition work to block more of the
show. I stepped out of the theatre so as not to pressure them when it came time to block.
Many actors feel an added pressure if they are aware that the director is still in the same
room watching them work and compose the play. I strongly felt that by stepping out of
the rehearsal I would get pictures that were fresh and instinctive. Once the actors
composed the moments that were given to them, I saw them. I gave them notes on what I
liked and explained to them why I liked certain pictures over others. Then I would guide
them in their composition that they had already created and I would shape the moments
into what I thought was more aesthetically appealing for me and the audience. We
managed to block the first act by the time rehearsal was over. Tomorrow we start
blocking Act n and then we continue with Act III. After we have blocked all three acts,
we will review them and fix up stage pictures and character relationships.

Tuesday, September 10,2002
It's been a while since I've written. In the past few days, we've been blocking the
show. Cleo is mad at me. Apparently he didn't appreciate that I discussed something
with Mary that happened in rehearsal. Last week, while in rehearsal, Cleo spoke radely
to me and undermined my authority in front of the cast. It did bother me, but I didn't
make a big deal out of it at that time. However after rehearsal, I did ask Jenny and Mary
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if I handled it okay or if I stepped out of my boundaries. Both assured me that I did well
to handle the situation. Somehow Cleo found out that I had talked to Jenny and Mary and
was upset that I had spoken to another actor about a situation that involved him.
However, Cleo never once came to me to express his feelings. So I let it pass.
(Something that would come to haunt me later.)
Right now, we're working on Act II and trying to fix up the little kinks in the
blocking process. Mike Morelli is coming in on Friday to talk to the actors about
Laramie, Wyoming and the people of the community. Apparently Mike lived there for a
while and even knows some of the people mentioned and written about in the play. So he
should be a valuable resource to the cast.

Wednesday, September 11, 2002
Today we reminisced about what happened a year ago today and we made
connections to the importance of the script. It was at first a sad start to our rehearsal, but
then we got back to work. We started our warm-up session and then went to work on
blocking the rest of the show. We had to finish blocking Act II so as to begin Act IE.

Thursday, September 12, 2002
I don't think I have been this frustrated in my life. I'm just so tired of the actors
not listening. However, I don't know if it's their fauh. Everyday, I keep changing
something. Today, I wanted to run the entire show, but there were many problems with
Act I that I insisted that we not go on and that we focus on Act I only. I think I spent
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over 40 minutes working on only the first 6 moments of the act. The images weren't
coming out like I wanted them to. They were either playing too much to one side or not
playing enough to others. When you block a show that plays more to one part of the
audience than another, the audience not being played to then begins to feel ignored by the
actors. In the end, the director is blamed for that. So I thought it was wise to spend time
on the moments until we got them all right ~ at least until they were appealing for me to
watch.

Sunday, September 15, 2002
We went to the mall today after we did a run-through of the show. It is nice to be
ahead of the schedule. We will have at least 6 or 7 run-throughs before we begin
technicals next week. That is really good. I think this was the most beneficial exercise
for the actors. I asked them to look at different people and begin to fmd mannerisms that
would help distinguish all their different characters. It was just a fim exercise. I really do
think that the actors enjoyed the exercise.

Monday, September 16,2002
Oh my gosh, I need to find a way for the actors to move faster within all the
transitions of the show. We haven't even added all their costume accessories and props
that they will use in the show. Right now, Amanda is coming up with a rehearsal method
to help with the costume changes. She had developed signs that the actors will wear
around tiieir neck to stand for a costume or prop change. It, I hope, will get them used to
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having something in their hands. It will also let them know that they will need to go over
to the table to get a new prop or costume accessory.
This new method was hard at first for the actors. They kept forgetting to go back
to get a new prop or costume accessory. Everything backstage seemed chaotic, but I
didn't worry. I knew that through rehearsal and practice and especially when we got real
props and costume accessories that the actors would be in the habit of getting what they
needed.

Tuesday, September 17, 2002
I spoke to Dr. Marks last week and he suggested to me that I needed to look at the
pictures that I was creating on stage. Many of them seemed to be addressmg House B too
much. At first I was bothered by the advice because I thought I was conscious of this and
this was something that I knew I did not want to do. But I took another look at the
blocking and realized that Dr. Marks was right. I wished now that I hadn't gotten mad at
him. I always come across as a smart aleck and I try not to be. I'm just sensitive about
my work and I take criticism harshly especially if it is not constmctive.
But like I said. Dr. Marks was correct. So I started re-blocking. I found an easy
solution to this and it was actually quite fim to do. I told the actors to pretend that they
were on a tumtable and then I asked them to tum to face another part of the stage. It was
so fim. At first they seemed confused and bewildered but then they figured out what I
was doing. It was cool. I think this exercise, thanks to Dr. Marks, helped me get the
pictures that I was searching for.
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Wednesday, September 18, 2002
Dr. Homan and Dr. Gelber were both here tonight to see the run-through of the
show. Each one gave me some good advice. I have to meet with them tomorrow so that
they can talk to me more specifically.
As far as rehearsal went, we cleaned up more moments. Like yesterday, I finetuned more moments. This time I tried to fix Acts II and III so that I could work with all
the actors individually on monologues and scenes tomorrow. Kim would not be in
rehearsal so to avoid frustrating myself, I'm making tomorrow a day to work with actors
individually.
Unlike yesterday, today ran smoothly. I knew what I was looking for. I was
looking for images that didn't seem too harsh or too blatant. One thing that I leamed
from Viewpoints is not to go for the ordinary. The actors seemed fiiistrated however. I
reassured them that I would be doing this probably up until the last day of rehearsal.
They just needed to be patient and they needed to do as much of then: actor homework as
possible. Some of the actors were still having trouble with lines, so this was something
they needed to work on at home.

Thursday, September 19, 2002
I worked with each actor individually, except for Kim. It was very usefiil.
Basically I worked monologues with each actor. I also worked the interrogation scene
with Cleo and Alan. I had about 2 monologues that I worked with each actor. I worked
about 5 monologues with Justin and 14 with Alan. I went over each monologue and
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made sure each actor had the beats in the right spot. Alan had never done beat work so I
had to work with him in each of his moments. This was a big help for him. After we did
each monologue, Alan would read it for me. Wow! What a difference that made. I was
also able to talk to him about Viewpoints and focusing. Alan, because he is a freshman,
is not used to doing Viewpoints. The others have experience with it. So Alan never
really felt comfortable. We were able to talk about what made him uncomfortable and
how to improve his work.

Sunday, September 22, 2002
Today we did transition work. Sean was not here so I didn't want to mn the entire
show, only to get more fhistrated. So I decided we would work on cleaning up the
transitions. We didn't work on dialogue at all. We worked on each act separately. I had
all the actors, with the exception of Sean, walk through each moment m each act. Durmg
the transitions, we figured out who could help who. If someone was not in a moment at
that time, they could help bring on costume pieces for someone who was. We did this for
3 and half hours until we were done with Act III. I think it was very beneficial to all the
actors. I just wish Sean was here, too. I'm sure it would have helped him. Several of the
actors told me that it really helped them and that tiiey were glad we spent the time doing
that today. Tomorrow is photo call. I can't wait.
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Monday, September 23,2002
This moming I spent time creating spreadsheets for the actors. It is a spreadsheet
that tells the actor what moments they are in and what character they portray in the
moment. It should help. We'll see tonight.
I've spent an entire week working on my director's notes for the program. And
now, I'm finally done. I am so happy to have faculty that are always there to help. Dr.
Homan, Dr. Marks, Dr. Donahue, and Dr. Gelber all helped in the process by
proofreading drafts of the paper. And I mean they read at least 3 drafts. So with their
help, I finally have a draft that I'm happy with. Another thing that brightened my day
today was that Amanda brought in all the costume accessories and props so that the
actors could begin getting used to the actual accessories and props that would be used
during the run of the show.

Tuesday, September 24, 2002
The actors did wonderfiilly last night. Tomorrow we will have an audience for
the first time. It's crew night. So those involved with the show backstage will be
allowed to come in and watch the show before they are put to work backstage. I feel bad
for them because they won't be able to see the show m its fmal stage.
Today we spent just running the show and making sure that the actors transitioned
well throughout the moments without scripts and other resources to help them. I really
need this show to flow and not come across as broken up scenes because moments that do
not transition well will cause the audience to get firistrated as they wait for the next
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moment to begin. Rehearsal went well tonight. I'm glad it's over because it brings us
another day closer to Level Set on Thursday.

Wednesday, September 25, 2002
Carmen came into rehearsal today to start cueing the show. I told her that I
wanted her to work as early as possible so as to avoid a long technical run. Carmen is
brilliant. She wrote most of the cues tonight. I'm so proud of her. Because Carmen was
writing cues tonight, it threw off the actors. At first, it was hard for them to focus when
there was no light on them. However, halfway through the performance, they were able
to adjust to Carmen's work. This is also the third day that the actors have been working
with the actual props and costume accessories, so it's been quite hectic. However, all this
is to be expected and the actors are adjusting well to everything that is being thrown at
them. I am so proud of them.

Thursday, September 26, 2002
Level Set ran smoothly tonight. Chris Leffel and Carmen Gomez were amazing.
Their hard work in this process was apparent. We were out of the theatre before 11pm.
All the technical elements are falling into place nicely. I'm getting more and more
excited as we approach Sunday night. And with Amanda providing the actors with all
their props and costume accessories on Monday, I'm not worried that they will mess up.
They should be ready for an audience. They have been working really hard. I'm so, so
proud of them.
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Alan and Sean, however, worry me. Their portrayals are not distinct enough. I
keep giving them the same notes night after night - to distinguish their characters more.
Sean's characterization of Dennis Shepard is amazing; however his other characters come
across as all looking and sounding the same. He has the same mannerisms for a lot of his
characters. Alan just seems monotonous as if he hasn't been working on characterization
at all. Alan is definitely the weakest actor of our cast. However he's still a strong actor,
if that makes any sense. I just want him and Sean to be at the same level as the rest of the
cast. Cleo, Mary, Letecia, and Kim are definitely my strongest actors. They are all on
top of their work. They don't require too much direction. Justin and Sarah are at times
weak in their choices but with a little guidance from me, they do well.

Friday, September 27, 2002
Today we had another technical rehearsal and again we got out before 11pm. It
was nice to see Carmen and Chris at hard work. They conquered every problem that
they encountered. They are quick on their feet and very smart. They knew exactly what
I was looking for. I did, however, upset Carmen. I didn't like the font that she had
chosen for the slide tities of each moment, so I asked her to redo them all. It is a long
process to change the font and sizes of each moment, but she didn't complain. She
honored my wish and did a fantastic job on redoing all the tities. I just wish I hadn't
taken sleep away from her.
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Saturday, September 28,2002
The day that things could not be more hectic was today. Not only did I have to
work on the UIL Super Conference, but we were scheduled to have our first dress
rehearsal this aftemoon. After a long moming with UIL, I anxiously awaited our first of
two dress rehearsals we would have today. We started later than we had hoped because
people were confiised about when we could actually start using the lab theatre.
The aftemoon performance went well. We didn't have too many setbacks. I
think the biggest problems was lighting certain actors, but Carmen was amazing. She
would solve problems in no time. Another problem we had was that Kim Brownlee's
costume shirt was too white. In the light, her shirt became transparent and distracting.
Amanda said that she would tint it during our dinner break. Carmen also helped by
adjusting the intensity of the lights so that they wouldn't be too bright.
After dmner, my brother. Rocky, Chris Paschall, and Charity Beyer came and saw
the dress rehearsal. I was very nervous because I tmly value my brother's opinion. It feh
weird to have him see the show when the theatre was practically empty. All in all, he
liked it and said he could not wait to see it with a full audience next weekend. I'm so
excited for tomorrow. It will be our first time to have an audience. I'm hoping that we
have a packed house. The actors deserve for their work to be seen.
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Sunday, September 29, 2002
Sneak Peek Performance and Candle Light Vigil
The night has finally arrived. We are finally getting an audience and it should be
an amazing audience. Since the cast and crew of Damn Yankees will be in rehearsal
during the run of Laramie, they are required to see tonight's show. Also, the Queers and
Allies group of Texas Tech is hosting a candlelight vigil after tonight's performance in
Matthew Shepard's memory so many of their members will also be in the audience. It
should be a very receptive audience.
I'm so nervous. I don't think I have ever feh like this before. I know that my
peers are very critical of the work that happens on the Lab stage, so I'm anxious to hear
their thoughts.
Uncle Patrick, an MFA in Acting/Directing graduate student, said that he would
give me a copy of the sold-out sign every night that the show sells out. He told me that I
should definitely get 8 signs. I hope so.
Well, the sneak peek performance was a little chaotic. A lot of people were there
to see the show tonight. I swear the house managers tumed away at least 80 people
tonight. When they opened the doors to the theatre, people just ran in and got an empty
seat. It looked as though people were really desperate to see the show and they had to get
in. It frightened me a little because I wanted everyone to see it and a lot didn't.
The fiill house was a fabulous audience. I was amazed to actually hear and see
people react to the show. I didn't expect the audience to respond in several moments, but
they did. The moment with Rev. Fred Phelps got an overwhelming applause. When
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Sean gave his Dennis Shepard speech many people were crying and I just couldn't
control tears either. The stories that were being told were brought more to life with that
audience being there. At the end of the show, the audience gave the actors a standing
ovation. It was tremendous. I wasn't nervous anymore. The actors did an amazing job
and I was extremely proud of their hard work.
As for me, I was very relieved to see the kind of reception from the audience that
night. It reassured me that I had in fact done a good job, and even though my initial
concept for the show vanished during the rehearsal process, I was very proud of the work
that I helped to create on that stage tonight. I look forward to the rest of the run.
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CHAPTER V
FINAL IMPRESSIONS

I cannot stress how important communication is. I leamed this the hard way. I
was not aware that there were problems in communication until after the show was over.
(Responses from the actors and designers are in the appendix.) I should have made it
clearer to everyone that if there was ever a problem, one does not have to hesitate to talk
to me about it. Matters can be cleared up and solved if people go straight to the problem.
I know that some people are nervous-even scared~to approach the director. But I
thought that I had created an atmosphere that allowed this kind of interaction. I was
wrong. This is not to say that I miscommunicated with everyone. Many of the actors and
designers enjoyed my directing and enjoyed the viewpoints process.
In this chapter, I will discuss how I worked with each designer, actor, stage
manager, and dramaturg. In writing this chapter, I hope I have discovered my strengths
and weaknesses as a director. Also in this chapter, I summarize my fmal impressions of
working with each actor, designer, dramaturg, and stage manager.

The Actors
Kim Brownlee was amazing to work with. After working with her in last year's
lab show, A Doll's House (I was the costume designer and she played Nora Helmer), I
knew that I wanted to work with her again. Kim is a very hard working actress. During
A Doll's House, I went to the first rehearsal. I was amazed that Kim, performing the tide
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role, practically had all her lines memorized. This showed me that she was serious about
acting. I had also seen Kim do a wonderfiil job with her role in The Musical Comedy
Murders of 1940. After seeing how well she worked with others and how nice she was to
me as a designer, I asked Kim to play a role in my advanced directing final project, a oneact cutting of Lanford Wilson's The Rimers of Eldritch. I wanted to test her out. I
wanted to see how she took my direction. Again, Kim surprised me and amazed me.
During tiie rehearsal process of Rimers, I ran into a problem. The original person
I had cast for tiie motiier role could not do my project after all. After she had already
memorized her lines for another role, I asked Kim if she would consider taking on a
different role-tiie role of the mother. She did not even think twice about it. She jumped
at the opportunity. The following day, Kim nearly had all her lines memorized for the
new role.
During the rehearsal process of The Laramie Project, Kim was no different. She
came in ready to work. Kim likes to experiment, so she experimented a lot during the
process. That is exactly what I look for in actors - those who are willing to take risks.
Kim is a risk-taker. I knew that I would never have to worry about the work that Kim
did. She was perfection.
Roles in which Kim excelled were Romaine Patterson, Leigh Fondakowski, and
Aaron Kreifels. She allowed the words and the emotions of the characters she played to
have a distinct separation from each and she made them very real. The amount of hard
work that she put into every one of her characters was evident in the fmal product.
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Letecia Bryan was not originally one of my dream cast actresses. I am so glad
that things worked out tiie way they did, however. Letecia impressed me the most. Her
work was amazing. Her ability to distinguish every one of her characters was excellent;
she seemed to do this naturally. I strongly believe that Letecia did the best job at
distinguishing all of her characters.
However, I did run into problems with Letecia. Letecia is notorious for either
coming to rehearsal late or not being ready to begin rehearsal. One day, Letecia was
eatmg her dinner in the lab theatre (which is prohibited) and stretching at the same time.
I asked Letecia to put her food away and to get serious about the warm-ups. She snapped
at me and from then on throughout that particular rehearsal, she gave me nothing but a
bad attitude and rude remarks under her breath. She was really difficult to work with
during that rehearsal. I did not want this to happen again, so I decided that I would not
get on Letecia's case again for fear that she would act this way again.
After a few more rehearsals, I realized what Letecia had done. She took control
of the situation and she won the power stmggle. From then on, she was able to get away
with everything. All in all, Letecia was amazing. She blew me away with all her
performances. One role that Letecia did extremely well in was the role of Zubaida, an
Indian woman. I remember Letecia telling me that she was really concemed about this
role because she did not want to come across as the stereotypical Indian character like
Apu from The Simpsons.
Her professionalism in the theatre, however, needs a lot of improvement. But, at
the same time, she taught me an important lesson: I need to be more assertive sometimes
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without thinking I'm going to hurt someone's feelings or lose their friendship. This is
sometimes very difficult to do in the educational setting since you will be constantly
working with the same people on multiple projects.
Justin Cypert is the most gifted actor I have ever worked with. I enjoy watching
Justin act. I carmot ever get enough of him. During the spring of 2002,1 had the
opportunity to act in a show with Justin in Dr. Homan's production of Shakespeare's The
Tempest. Justin and I worked closely together during the process of this show. As I
mentioned earlier in my thesis. Dr. Homan used viewpoints to direct her show, so it was
also at this time that I began to really think about viewpoints and how I was gomg to
incorporate them into my show. Because I had spent a substantial amount of time
working with Justin in The Tempest and in Angel Fire, New Mexico, during Angel Fire
Mountain Theatre, I knew that I wanted to work with him again. This time I wanted to
direct him. I could not get him to be in my directing fmal. Rimers, because every otiier
director wanted Justm. Who could blame them? He is so good.
I remember clearly one night at Angel Fire when I told Justin that there was only
one person tiiat I really wanted to direct in The Laramie Project. I told him that it was
him. I question my motives to why I told Justin. I guess I wanted him to know that I
really liked his work and that I wanted to work with him. Plus, at the same time, I
wanted to know if he wanted to work with me.
The role that Justin had the most difficulty with was the role of Matt Galloway.
Justin and I spent one rehearsal breaking down all of Matthew Galloway's speeches. At
one point, Justin and I had to do a beat analysis for each of Galloway's moments. I think
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after this rehearsal, Justin was more comfortable with the role. In the end, I was very
satisfied with his final portrayal of Matt Galloway, His continued hard work paid off
The two roles that Justin performed extremely well were the roles of Doc
O'Connor and Reverend Fred Phelps. To see Justin go from a warm-hearted individual.
Doc O'Connor, to probably one of the world's most hateful persons. Reverend Fred
Phelps, scared me. It scared me because that was my friend up on stage in front of me
every night. He made each character so believable that it was at times frightening to
watch him act. Justin made me hate him when he portrayed Rev. Fred Phelps. It was
difficult at times because it's really hard to hate Justin, even if you know he's just acting.
Justin is one of the department's most talented actors and after The Laramie Project he
solidified that even more.
Cleo House, Jr., is one of my dearest friends. I have always admired his hard
work and his great directing skills. If there was one person during the casting meeting
that I would not have let go without a fight, it was Cleo. Cleo had the chance to direct me
in a show and now I wanted the chance to direct him. During the callback auditions,
Cleo proved to be the great actor that he always is. Cleo excelled at working with others
and even when he worked individually. There was no doubt m my mind that I had to
have him in my show.
Cleo's attitude, however, changed during the start of rehearsals because of a small
misunderstanding. At one of the earlier rehearsals, Cleo and I had a small disagreement.
After that rehearsal, I tumed to my stage manager, Jenny, and asked her if I had handled
it well. She said I did, but I was still not sure. So I asked Mary Housewirth, another
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actor in tiie show, if I had. Cleo found out that I asked Jenny and Mary. It tums out that
he did not like that I had spoken to another actor about the situation. From then on, Cleo
lost tmst in me. I didn't find out about Cleo not tmsting me until after the production
was over. I wish I had known earlier because I would have attempted to reconcile our
differences. Cleo has since stopped talking to me. It is a shame because I really loved
his friendship.
Besides this incident, Cleo was awesome to work with. He still gave his all. In
fact, I was surprised to hear that he did notti-ustme because he still took my direction. He
even helped me with earlier rehearsals by being in charge of the workout portion. During
the first week of rehearsals, I asked Cleo if he would lead a rigorous workout routine for
an hour of the rehearsal. Cleo did a fantastic job. Because of his workouts, Cleo began
to bring the ensemble together. We all had sweated together and even endured pain
together - a result that I wanted because when a group endures pain together they cannot
help but to unite and become a family. Cleo also created characters that were all
distinguishable from each other. He made strong choices and really made each of his
characters stand out. Along with Justin, Cleo was one of the stronger actors in the
ensemble. He was never late and never complained. His hard work and dedication were
evident. I really enjoyed working with him, despite his feelings toward me.
Mary Housewirth surprised me at callback auditions. She was totally amazing.
Mary and I had an interesting relationship to start off with. I was to be Mary's mentor in
the graduate program this year. The thought of working with someone who automatically
through the mentor program would become like a sister to me was actually quite
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awkward. She was new to the department so I really did not know what she could do as
an actress.
When I first saw her audition, I was excited. The selections she had chosen suited
her well. She really impressed me and I had no doubt that I would call her back. At the
call back auditions, Mary shined even more. Like Cleo, her ability to work with others
and individually were by far above all the otiier women auditioning. I knew that she
could sing, so my only worries were that Dr. Donahue also wanted her for her production
of Damn Yankees. Luckily for me, that was not the case and I got one of the most
talented actresses to enter our department.
During the rehearsal process Mary was easy to work with. She knew what to do
because she had worked in professional theatre before. What impressed me even more
about Mary is that she never stopped doing her homework as an actress. She was
constantly writmg in her joumal so that she could go back and leam from it. At one
point, I used her as an example and tried to get everyone to consider doing the same,
especially Alan Taylor who was very new to acting at the collegiate level. Mary took my
direction well. She came into rehearsal with a lot of questions which is usually
something that sometimes frightens me because I am worried I may not know the answer.
But that was never the case.
One thing that I leamed from Mary was that I needed to reassure my actors more.
I was so worried about two actors in particular (Sean Kelley and Alan Taylor) that I did
not compliment those who were doing well as often as I should have. Mary at one point
told me that she didn't know if she was doing well because I never told her anything
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outside of rehearsal or during notes. She was right. Outside of rehearsal, I worked a lot
with Alan. Most of my notes were either blocking notes or notes for Alan and Sean to
distinguish their characters more. I completely ignored the actors that were doing an
outstanding job.
Growing up, I used to get mad at my father because he would always pay
attention to my twin brother. Rocky. Rocky chose not to do well in school at times. So
my father would come up with incentives to push him. This attention made me mad. I
wanted to get money for doing well in school, too. In fact I was doing really well in
school. I was salutatorian of my class and about to go to the University of Notre Dame. I
thought, "Dad, where is all my praise? Where are my incentives for doing well in
school?"
I did the same thing to my actors. I made them feel bad or worthless at times for
not acknowledging that they were doing an excellent job. Mary taught me this. It was
amazing to work with Mary. I only wish that more actors were like her. She takes every
role she's cast in and leams from her experiences. In writing her joumal, she will always
have that to look back on.
Sean Kelley is probably one of the nicest, if not the nicest, person I know. Like
Letecia, Sean was not originally part of my dream cast. Because I could not get Carson
Soelberg, I looked at my next choice. That choice was Sean. Again, I was lucky that I
did not get Carson. Originally I was casting Carson so that he could play Reverend Fred
Phelps. Because I did not get Carson, Justin ended up playing the role of Reverend Fred
Phelps. I could not think of anyone who could have played that role better than Justin.
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To that effect, I was originally going to have Justin play the role of Dennis
Shepard, Mattiiew Shepard's father. Dennis Shepard has the most powerful speech in the
play and I knew Justin would have no problem with it. But because I did not cast Carson,
I had no one else but Justin who could play the Reverend Fred Phelps and Doc
O'Connor. This left the role of Dennis Shepard open.
I remember clearly at callbacks the performance that Sean Kelley had given. I
had several men stick around at the end of callbacks to read the moment when Rulon
Stacey announced to the world that Matthew Shepard had died. I chose this particular
scene because I wanted to see which of the male actors could and would actually be
comfortable enough to break down and cry. Sean Kelley blew me away with his
performance. Because Sean has children of his own, he later told me that he thought of
them when he read this speech. Sean cried. He cried a lot. So from his audition, I knew
Sean Kelley would become Dennis Shepard.
Sean did extremely well with the role of Dennis Shepard. He was perfect.
However, he failed to put as much work into his other characters as he had done with
Dennis Shepard. I constantly reminded Sean during my notes at the end of rehearsal that
his characters need more distinction. He got better but it still was not enough. I
remember after Laramie was done, many people came up to me and told me that they
really liked Sean's performance as Dennis Shepard, but that all his other characters
seemed not to differ. I could not agree with them more.
Alan Taylor was the most difficult of the actors to work with. I knew that when I
cast Alan I would have to teach him a lot. He was a freshman and was the only actor
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never to have been exposed to Aime Bogart's Viewpoints. Constantly I had to tell Alan
to relax and not to think too much during the Viewpoints warm-ups. Several times, I
pulled Alan out of the warm-up so that he could see how the others worked. This helped
a little but not as much as I wanted it to. What would frustrate me more was when Alan
would tell me he understood and knew what to do, but could not do it. His actions would
say something different to me - that he did not understand viewpoints, or the script for
that matter.
Alan was simply not comfortable with the process and the script. After several
meetings with him, I found out that he had no friends that were homosexual or people of
color. Alan was in a bubble and he remained there throughout most of the process. I
could tell that he was attempting to leam and to be more open-minded, but he would
always resort back to what he was used to and what made him feel more comfortable - to
his earlier trainings as an actor. I suspect that Alan is one of those types of actors who
stopped leaming as an actor when someone told him that he was good. And he is good.
He is a very talented actor. As a matter of fact, Alan was my first choice from the men
when I was casting the show. There was something fresh about him in auditions that
really impressed me. I knew during auditions that he was a freshman, but what really
impressed me about him was that he was not afraid. He stood amongst all graduate
students. He did not come across as a freshman to me. He really worked hard during the
audition. I just wish he had worked harder during the rehearsal process.
During the rehearsal process, Alan had to be reminded constantly to take notes
when I gave notes. I would often ask him how he would remember all his notes if he
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didn't write them down and he would just smile and laugh. I could tell that Alan would
get fiaistrated with my notes because a majority of them would be for him. And time
after time they were the same notes I had given the night before. This seemed to also
frustrate the other actors. I pulled Alan aside many times to reassure him that he was
doing well and the notes were only given to him to improve his presence on stage. My
mistake was that I gave up on him. Toward the end of the rehearsal process, I became
satisfied with his performance. I grew to accept that, like Sean, I would not get
everything I wanted from him. I let him do his own thing with the hope that, when we
opened, he would break out of his shell and shine.
Sarah Tipton has the sexiest voice of any actress I have ever worked with. It
reminds me of a smoky jazz club singer. It is deep and scratchy - very sexy. This is
what tumed me on to Sarah during the audition process. At the call back auditions, not
only did she do well, but her voice was the most memorable. Her memorable voice was
something that I knew I needed for The Laramie Project.
Sarah is what I like to call a "pleaser" actor. She always made sure that I liked
what she was doing. She was constantly aware of her problem moments in the play and
would pull me aside during breaks and after rehearsal to work on them until she perfected
them. When she didn't understand notes I gave, she was quick to ask questions. Sarah
was in constant deep tiiought and I think this prevented her from exploring to find better
choices for her characters. Like Kim and Mary, Sarah was doing her actor homework all
the time. I loved it.
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The women in the play really worked hard and their work showed in the fmal
product. I don't want to say that this actor was better than that actor but it is tme. Some
actors needed help to distinguish their characters more. That was my job and with some
actors I failed to get them where I wanted to get them. But there comes a time when the
actor has to take responsibility also. If the actor is not willing to do his homework and
find the time to perfect his role, then the actor is choosing to not give a great
performance. Overall, because they were such a close-knit ensemble, the stronger actors
pushed the weaker ones to do their best. Everyone had their moments throughout the
play and in the end they all told the story I wanted them to tell.

The Designers
Amanda Dulin was the costume designer. There was no one else that I wanted for
the job but her, and to hear that she requested to design the show made me even more
excited to work with her. Her hard work, creativity, passion and dedication were ever so
present in The Laramie Project.
I knew Amanda had a very difficult job ahead of her, but that did not worry me.
Amanda is the best at what she does. What I like about Amanda is that she is constantly
in this state of calmness. Even when she is most stressed, she is calm. Because Amanda
and I had already established a friendship prior to workmg on this show, communicating
with her was never a problem.
Amanda anticipated problems in the show well. She knew that it was going to be
difficult for the actors to work with all tiie props in the show. Amanda had determined
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that through a minor costume change here and there, the use of an accessory or prop
would help distinguish each character in the play more.
Early in the process, Amanda came up with a brilliant idea. Before all the props
and costume accessories were gathered, she made signs that had every character from the
play written on them. The actors used these signs that hung around their necks to get
used to the fact that they would have to get a prop or costume accessory during the show.
This technique helped the actors get used to picking up and carrying something around
with them. This technique also brought a problem to light for me.
I had ah-eady blocked the show. Now the actors had to go back and forth from the
prop table to pick up props or costume accessories. This was something that I had not
anticipated. This really slowed down transitions. With the ensemble and with Amanda's
help we began to discover ways to save time in between moments. The actors were
fiaistrated most of the time, but I reassured them that through repetition and practice we
would cut down on transition time. We did. If it weren't for Amanda's brilliant idea, we
might have stmggled with transition time when it was too late and too close to
performance time.
Ross Flemming, the set designer, impressed me from the moment I met him.
Since Ross was a new graduate student in the department, I did not really know him. I
make an effort to always greet tiie new graduate students and to get to know tiiem before
school starts. When I met Ross before school started we talked for an hour about our
histories in theatre and about auditions. Ross made me laugh because he was terrified at
the fact that he might have to sing for his audition. When I was talking to Ross, I also
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kept thinking that I still had not decided whether I wanted a set designer or not. Ross
convinced me that I did; he just didn't know that he had. I fell in love with his
personality and how easy it was to talk to him. I wanted Ross as the set designer.
When I asked Fred if I could have Ross as the set designer, Fred just said sure.
He didn't even think twice about it. I was so excited to tell Ross, not because he was
going to design the set for Laramie but because he was not going to have to audition and
sing after all. I wish I could describe to look on Ross' face when I told him. It was
priceless.
What I love about Ross is that nothing holds him back. He is a professional at his
job. He's a great listener and at the same time has no problems giving me suggestions.
Another thing I liked about Ross was that he could read my mind and even finish my
sentences. When I gave him ideas, he ran with them and gave me what I wanted. Ross
was so amazing to work with and I cannot see why anyone would not want to work with
someone as talented as him.
Carmen Gomez, the lighting and media designer, did the most amazing job ever.
Her role in the design process was already difficuh because she was designing in two
areas, and then she took the role of mentor to all the otiier designers and me. I loved that
she would come in to remind me about upcoming events that I needed to make sure I
thought about or worked on. Carmen was a blessing to have as part of tiie production
team.
As lighting designer, like Ross, she read my mind. I would give her an idea and
she would say, "I was tiiinking the same thing." It was like we were sharing tiie same
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brain. Even when I gave her an idea that I knew was not possible to achieve, she would
try to find a way to get the same effect or she would break my heart gently and suggest
something even better. During tech rehearsal. Carmen was on top of her stuff She had
already set all tiie lighting cues before we had even started the tech run. Because of her
hard work and staying at the theatre late, she looked out for the rest of us. I have never
been through a technical where we all got out an hour early and didn't have to stay until
midnight and even finish off the next day.
As media designer. Carmen also did an amazing job. I wanted a lot from the
media. I wanted televisions, live coverage and real news footage everywhere. The media
portion of the show was actually the part that if I had all the money in the world I would
have wanted it all. Carmen brought me down to reality and reminded me that we only
had a $500 budget to split with all the other designers. But she and Ross worked together
nicely to give me the next best thing - a big screen on the back wall of the theatre that
would be used for slides and live video footage.
It never failed. Every time the designers would give me an idea, they would
surprise me because they were thinking about what I wanted and would suggest better
ideas than what I had in mind. Ross and Carmen would excite me because they would
come running to me excited, and I knew that they had just come up with a brilliant idea.
Their excitement was contagious. I loved that all the designers were excited to work on
this show. So with all these brilliant ideas coming to me from Carmen and Ross and the
others, the only worry we had was getting Fred's approval. We ended up never having a
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problem with getting an approval. Fred, like me, was very confident in the designers and
really liked their ideas.
Chris Leffel was the sound designer. Chris is a big sweetheart. He is soft-spoken
but full of ideas. His brain is constantly working. His skills as a sound designer are
amazing. Chris carries around a small computer that helps him make musical scores. So
every time he comes up with an idea, he just works on his small computer that easily fits
in his pocket. Chris would even work hard at home. Whatever ideas he had, he would
record them on a CD for me to listen to in the space or on my own time.
When I first worked with Chris, I told him that there were two things that I
specifically needed to have. I told him that I wanted a lot of underscoring and that I
wanted something very dramatic to open and end each act. Chris came up with brilliant
ideas for what I wanted. His ideas sent chills down my spine. For the underscoring, he
came up with the idea that during the acts a soundscape would softly play. His idea was
that he wanted the audience to listen to the sounds and noises (crickets chirping, the wind
blowing, etc.) that Matthew Shepard may have been listening to when he was tied to the
fence for over 18 hours. For his dramatic music, he chose to use the sound of a cymbal
played backwards added with a heartbeat. It was very dramatic and chilling.
One part of Chris' design that I had reservations about was the underscoring of
Dennis Shepard's moment. I felt that it was too much like we were trying to make tiie
audience cry. We really didn't need music here because Sean Kelley's delivery of this
moment was simple enough to make anyone cry. However, Chris made his argument that
the music did not force tiie audience to feel a certain way and after talking to Professor
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Andrea Bilkey, Chris' advisor, I agreed to keep it in. Overall, Chris' design was
immaculate. He has constantly proven to be a star designer.
I was wary about the designers before the production started because rumor had it
that designers in tiiis department like to manipulate the director into getting what they
want. This never happened with The Laramie Project. We had the same vision and we
all collaborated well together. It was awesome to see the designers outside of rehearsal
and production meetings actually helping each other. When I costume designed for A
Doll's House last year, it was really difficuh to unite our visions as designers. The
designers for Laramie did not have this problem. Their collaborative nature, their
passion for the script, and their overwhelming talent were what made them all very
successfiil.
The Dramaturg
I only worked with David Wygant before the rehearsal process started and in the
first week of rehearsals. David was also cast in Damn Yankees so at times it was difficult
to get a hold of him. So we communicated a lot via email. David knew my passion and
vision for the process of the show. I let him know early on in March of 2002 that he
would be the dramaturg. From then on, he began doing research. I had several books
dealing with Matthew Shepard and hate crimes that David read from cover to cover. He
also researched Moises Kaufman and the Tectonic Theatre project, Anne Bogart and her
use of viewpoints, and the community of Laramie, Wyoming.
I gave David a homework assignment during the summer in which he had to
answer a series of questions for me to present to the designers and actors at our first
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rehearsal. I wanted him to answer all my questions using images that he would then
create into a collage. David did exactly as I had expected him to do. He developed a
collage that was both fiill of love and hate, good and bad, loyal and disloyal, and biased
and unbiased images.
With this first project out of the way, I knew from the start that I wanted a fair
approach to the piece. However, deep down inside I was touched by all the feelings of
love and hate. I had made an emotional connection with his collage because he had given
me the opportunity to decide for myself what affected me. Everything affected me. I
was touched by all images, including the heinous images of hate and violence. Just like
reading the script for the first time, I was touched by David's hard work.
Throughout the first week of rehearsals, David would pop in and distribute
articles and research of the incidents that had occurred in Laramie. I found these articles
to be very important because several of the actors were not familiar with what had
happened to Matthew Shepard and the community of Laramie after his murder. This
exercise created a much needed dialogue. The actors and I talked for hours about what
happened and our reactions to it. Mary recalled the day she went to Laramie for one of
the candle light vigils and explained how the mood and atmosphere of this small town
had changed because of what happened. This was the story that made The Laramie
Project more real for us all. Hearing Mary talk made us realize that it really did happen;
we didn't just see it on television.
Along with David's homework, he assisted me in creating my own homework.
(See examples in Appendix A.) In creating one homework assignment, I wanted to make
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tiie actors think "outside the box." Their homework was to answer the question "What is
gay?" with only images. I wanted them to come up with answers that were not only
stereotypical, but were also contradictory, hi doing this, I hoped that the actors would
realize that answers, beliefs, opinions, and ideas come in different forms, hi discussing
our different answers, tiie actors embraced the stereotypes and even helped each other to
understand why certain answers and beliefs can be hurtful and even offensive. Activities
like tills allowed for tiie actors to also warm-up and exercises their minds and hearts. I
wanted them to also make a close personal connection with the script. Without David's
help, I don't feel I could have accomplished this.

The Stage Manager
Jenny Packard was assigned to be my right-hand woman, the stage manager for
the run of this show. Jenny had only stage managed one show prior to being assigned to
stage manage The Laramie Project. When Fred first asked me at Angel Fire who I
wanted as the stage manager for the show, I told him I wanted Elaine Bates. I have seen
Elaine at work and I know that she is on top of things. She is very organized and
assertive - two characteristics that I look for in a stage manager. Fred told me that I most
likely would not be assigned Elaine because she would be stage managing several shows
on the mainstage this season. So I then asked for Jenny Packard.
I had grown to really like Jenny during summer repertory theafre. What I liked
most about her was that she came to me for questions about stage management. She
knew that I was a stage manager at Notre Dame, so she looked at my experience as an
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excellent resource to better her skills. I also liked all the attention I got from her. Jenny,
on several occasions, mentioned to me that Laramie was a big show. She was nervous
that the task of stage managing might be out of her league. I simply told her that this
show would be perfect for her to leam the tools of the trade.
During the rehearsal process, Jenny was organized and consistent. She was
always on time and would have the rehearsal space ready before everyone arrived for
rehearsal. She was doing really well at the beginning of the process. During the second
week of rehearsals, some of the actors began to rehearse off book, days before they were
asked to be off book. It was on this day that Jenny and I had a major falling out.
When one actor would call for line, Jenny sometimes was not ready to give him
the line. Throughout this rehearsal Jenny was not ready. The actors were also not
focused. The blocking that we had created days earlier was sloppy. I informed the actors
that they needed to get focused and at the same time I told Jenny that she needed to be
ready when an actor called line. Looking back at this moment, I should not have told
Jenny what to do in front of the others. It embarrassed her because I pointed out her
mistake in front of the others.
The next day, Jenny pulled me outside tiie lab theatre while the actors warmed up.
In a belligerent state, Jenny proceeded to yell at me for embarrassing her the day before.
My reaction to her was out of line and simply against the collaborative nature I was
trying to establish. I told her that I was the director and that she is to do whatever I say. I
hurt her feelings. I made her feel as if she did not know anything about stage
management.
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Fred was called in that night to settle the miscommunication. He reminded me
that Jenny was a new stage manager and that it was my responsibility to teach her since I
had studied stage management and even stage managed several shows at Notre Dame. I
agreed. I apologized to Jenny and told her that from now on we would work together to
make sure that everything was successful. This unfortunate incident somehow brought us
closer together.
During the run of the show, Jenny was nervous because there were over a hundred
cues in the show. This show depended a lot on the design elements to tell the story. I
told her to remain calm and reassured her that I had faith in her. She did a wonderful job.
In the end, Jenny is the reason we all managed to stay a family.
When working with a group of individually talented people, it may be difficult to
all come to one conclusion or one concept for a show. It was not difficult for me.
Everyone involved in the process expressed to me how it was very important that we do
this production in Lubbock. We needed to change the way people thought about those
who they thought were different from them. We needed to make people understand that
we are all human beings and we needed to take care and love each other. There have
been so many good things that have come from Matthew Shepard's death. One of them
was this script and the creation of my new family in telling it.
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CHAPTER VI
CONCLUSIONS

I cannot help but reflect on my process of this show. It is my process. It is a
process of my beliefs and my truths. It is a process of self-discovery. The other day I
was talking to Dr. David Williams, my chair, and he brought up some enlightening
questions that made me think about what my intent for this production was. I did not
know the answer. I mean, I did. I had several answers in my mind, but that was the
problem. My mind was telling me, "What answer does Dr. Williams want to hear?"
It is very important to know that Dr. Williams was asking me questions that
should have been asked during the rehearsal process. Dr. Williams was not my original
chair. He, in fact, was my third chair. Originally Dr. Linda Donahue was my chair, but
because she was leaving to teach in Spain and I decided to graduate a year early, I had to
choose a new chair. I chose Dr. Bill Gelber. At the beginning of this spring semester,
unfortunately. Dr. Gelber had to take a leave of absence. It was not until mid-March that
Dr. Williams took over as chair for my thesis. So it has definitely been a quick and
stressful joumey for both of us. However, because Dr. Williams likes to challenge his
students, he did not treat me any different. He still continues to challenge me even while
in the final stages of this writing process.
After thinking more about the questions that Dr. Williams asked me, I realized
that I tend to censor myself Here at Texas Tech you are constantly asked to prove your
intelligence and talent, and I never want to come across as stupid or naive. But
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sometimes I am. I am human. I make mistakes and sometimes I approach a problem
with an unclear mind and no solutions. I am also sensitive. Everyone knows that. But I
think people sometimes confuse my sensitivity with my passion. I have a strong passion
for directmg. I have a sfrong passion for this The Laramie Project. As a director, I have
leamed that being unclear at times and being passionate or even being sensitive is okay.
Others in the production process prefer that the director be the knower of all, but that
isn't always the case nor should it be a problem.
I remember early in the process. Dr. Homan asked me what my concept was. I
was angry with that question. Why does every director have to have a concept for a show?
Even at my first production meeting, the designers told me (they didn't ask me) that I had
to tell them the concept of the show. I felt a pressure immediately. I was not ready nor
able to articulate what I was thinking and feeling for the show. This finstrated me more,
and then I began to think about how everyone is so engrained to think that you have to
have a concept. Why can't we discover this concept together? Must it always come from
the director? Must the director know the concept before even startmg the rehearsal
process? The thought of hearing Dr. Homan tell me that the faculty and my peers were
gomg to question me on this and that I needed to be prepared angered me. Why? Why
can't my answer to questions about concept be just because I like what I saw? Dr.
Williams and Dr. Homan are constantly telling us that we have to be aware of the
implications of what our work is saying. I agree. But must we decide everytiiing that
will imply anything to an audience early in the process? Can these implications be
discovered throughout the process?
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I usually go into a rehearsal with no blocking in mind. I know the script to the
core, but I go into rehearsal with an open mind, a blank slate. 1 remember this past
summer during Summer Repertory Theatre, Cleo directed me as Judas in Godspell. Cleo
amazed me as a director. He knew exactly what he wanted. He came into rehearsal with
everything blocked. I cannot do this nor do I want to, even though it worked nicely for
Cleo.
I, also, do not like to theorize my work. I don't like to say that I directed this
show in a post-colonial manner or in a feminist style. What does that mean to most of
my audience? Does my audience go into a theatre looking for my theory? Yes, I
understand that many of my audience members here in this educational setting are
educated in the field of theatre and may have been exposed and even leamed some
dramatic theory along the way, but I directed this show because the story needed to be
told. I directed this show because it meant something to me. It touched me and I wanted
my audiences to feel the same thing I did. This story made me more passionate and even
more sensitive to the people around me. Why would anyone want to hurt anyone else?
Why would anyone want to make another human being suffer? What joy is brought out
of that activity? The thought of being persecuted for being gay scared me and it also
reminded me of my own history.
One night, after I first arrived in Lubbock and after a night at Club Luxor,
Lubbock's premiere gay club, my friends and I went to a fast food restaurant to satisfy
our appetites. While eating my hamburger, a couple of drunk, white preppy college boys
began to ask me if I was gay out loud. What was I to answer? I was scared for my life.
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What were these drunk boys going to do if I answered yes? What were they going to do
if I answered no? So I decided to ignore them and not answer at all. This infiiriated them.
They determined immediately that I was and began harassing me and my friends.
Radhica Ganapatiiy, my friend, began yelling at the boys and my other friends began to
defend me. I was scared. What if they decided to attack us right there in the restaurant?
Security officers were only feet away and just stood and watched it all. The boys
eventually left and as the security officers came by our table to make sure the boys left,
we told them our concems about what happened. Their response was simply to "get used
to it."
Get used to it?! Get used to being harassed? Get used to living in fear because I
am gay and I deserve to be treated like I am abnormal? On the ride home, I kept asking
myself why? Why did I decide to come to school in Lubbock, Texas? Why do I always
do this to myself? I put myself in environments that are primarily conservative. Christian,
right-winged communities - communities that are not understanding or accepting of my
gay (and Mexican) lifestyle. Then I found the answer: I want to educate people. I want
to teach them about me and my people. I want to show them that I am normal. The
thought of changing how one views or perceives me challenges me to do my work.
In theater, and this is what I love about theater, you are constantly discovermg
new things. You are discovering your own style of directing. You are discovering
problems to solutions. You are discovering that you cannot do everything. You are
discovering that people are more creative than you and are amazing to work with. You
are also discovermg that people just don't like you and that this will probably be tiie last
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project you will work togetiier on. You are discovering that people actually do like your
work and support you while others could care less.
I discovered that I did not have a clear vision for this production. And in tum, it
confiised tiie designers and the actors and even me. This confiision led to fiiistration. I
was unaware of the designers' and actors' fiaistration until h was brought to my attention
in tiieir post-production surveys. It is fiinny, however, because the final production was
exactiy how I had envisioned it. I was very proud of the work the actors and designers
had done. But I did not realize tiiat it was the product I wanted until after the show was
over.
This production was the first production I had directed that I did not feel
comfortable with. Going into the sneak peek performance, I was scared. It was the first
time that I had directed a show where I was uncertain about what people would thmk. In
trying to understand why I feh this way, I came to the conclusion that my initial vision
for the show was not what I ended up with. Yes, I wanted a show that was objective and
fan-, but will a director ever get that? No. A director cannot help but put his own
thoughts, beliefs, and feelings into a show. I did that. And it made me wary. Would
people realize that what I initially wanted I did not direct? The designers never brought it
to my attention nor did the actors. They did not tell me that I was in fact being a little
prejudiced in my style of directing the show.
The Laramie Project hit home for me. It reminded me of my days at Nofre Dame
when my roommate's friend threatened me in a phone message to kill me because I was
Mexican and gay. It reminded me of that day when my friends and I were harassed at a
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fast food restaurant. It reminded me of tiiose days when I became the first male
cheerleader at Pearsall High School. It reminded me of all the days tiiat I had been hurt
by someone just because tiiey tiiought or even knew that I was gay. The horrific beating
and death of Mattiiew Shepard because he was gay could have easily happened to me. I
cannot change the fact that 1 am Mexican, nor can I change the fact that I am gay. But
this script gave me hope that maybe, just maybe I could change the way people see other
people who are different from them. I wanted to show people that gay people are deep
down mside human beings, too.
In the end, I failed. I failed with my initial vision of the show. I was not fair and
objective. I made strong choices that showed what I wanted people to react to. For
example, in the moment where Matthew Shepard's body is found by a cyclist, I was very
aware that if I added the sound of people breathing it would make the audience feel
something. I wanted them to feel it. I wanted the actors to vocalize a steady breath so
that they could imagine and hear Matthew Shepard beaten and tied to a fence barely alive.
At one point in that moment, the sheriff deputy, Reggie Fluty (Sarah Tipton), tells the
audience that when she untied Matthew and tumed him to his side, he stopped breathing.
At the same time, the actors, who were all lined up facing the back wall, all stopped
breathing. Every night that moment came up, I read the audience. They, too, took a
deep breath as they wondered whether Matthew would die at that moment or not. Even
though Matthew is not a concrete character in the show, I wanted his presence there.
Adding the breathing to that moment allowed Mattiiew to have this presence. Matthew
became real to the audience.
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It was decisions like tiiis that showed my prejudice for Matthew. I wanted to
make him real. I wanted to make people remember what these two homophobic boys had
done to anotiier human being. I wanted people to feel sad and angry. I wanted people to
question their beliefs. Had tiiey at any point in their life allowed for such hatred to hurt
someone else? I wanted people to realize that Matthew was not only gay, but that he was
a human bemg~and no human being deserves what happened to him. No one does.
So, yes, I fell short of my initial vision. I am glad I did.
I still cannot believe that I wanted to be "objective" and "fak." This story means
something to me and to be objective and fair only takes my perspective, my feelings, and
my history out of the show. Dr. Williams is absolutely correct when he told me that
every director will put his feelings into his production. As much as I tried not to, in the
end, I did. I still am not comfortable with the thought of knowing that I fell short. I told
my twin brother. Rocky, the night before the sneak performance that I was scared. I just
realized why. I was scared because I had put all of my soul, my passion, all of me into
this show and I was nervous to see if people would accept it and my direction of it.

/ wondered whether he had touched us as he left an
unfamiliar world, and whether what he found was anything
like grace.
From "Recognition" a poem by Rafael
Campo in Blood and Tears: Poems for
Matthew Shepard
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APPENDIX A
VIEWPOINTS
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-I. Wnmt l i f t r i f l l i B H i i I illlyHiiiiW I
Callback Auditions

AGENDA:

9:30 - 10:00ain

Greetings, Stretching, and Warm-ups

10:00-ll:00am

Ensemble Work

ll:00-ll:15am

BREAK

ll:15-12:15pm

Scene/Monologue Work

12:15-12:30pm

Window Shopping
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THE LARAMIE PROIEm
Callback Ensemble Project
CREATE a story revolving around a hate crime using only movement and sound.
Your story must include the following:
^

Aery

^ A laugh
•^ 15 seconds of simultaneous movement
^

a dance

^

a moment where everyone is extremely far from each other

•^ a moment where everyone is extremely close to each other
^

a moment where everyone changes characters

^

a sound to signify the change in characters

•^ incorporate these phrases:
"Live and Let Live."
"No, No, No!"
"I felt sick to my stomach."
You have 15 minutes to work on this project. Go!
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THE LARAMIE PRfiJEnT
Source-Work #2
When I think of Laramie, Wyoming,
I see
I smell
I taste _
I hear _
I feel
When I think of Matthew Shepard,
I see
I smell
I taste
I hear _
I feel
When I think of hate,
I see
I smell
I taste _
I hear
I feel
.
Feel free not to limit yourself to words. You may bring in images, songs, video, etc.
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Figure Al: The actors during a viewpoints warm-up.

Figure A2: During viewpoints, the actors leam to be flexible with their bodies.
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Figure A3: The actors having fiin during viewpoints.

Figure A4: Viewpoints will make you do some crazy things. Isn't that right, Mary?
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APPENDDC B
PRODUCTION WORK
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Table Bl: List of Moments

Moment
Number

List of Moments
Act I
Moment
Title

1

A Defmition

2

Joumal Entries (#1)

3

Rebecca Hilliker

4

Angels in America

5

Joumal Entries (#2)

6

Alison and Marge

7

Matthew

8

Who's Getting What?

9

Easier Said than Done

10

Joumal Entries (#3)

11

The Word

12

A Scarf

13

Lifestyle 1

14

The Fireside

15

McKinney & Henderson
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Table Bl: List of Moments
16

The Fence

17

Finding Matthew Shepard

Acxn
18

A Laramie Man

19

The Essential Facts

20

Live and Let Live

21

The Gem City of the Plains

22

Medical Update (#1)

23

Seeing Matthew

24

E-Mail

25

Vigils

26

Medical Update (#2)

27

Live and Let Live

28

It Happened Here

29

Shannon & Jen

30

Homecoming

31

One of Ours

32

Two Queers and A Catholic Priest
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33

Christmas

34

Lifestyle 2

35

That Night

36

Medical Update (#3)

37

Magnitude

38

H-O-P-E

ACTin
39

Snow

40

Jury Selection

41

Russell Henderson

42

Angels in America

43

A Death Penalty Case

44

Aaron McKirmey

45

Gay Panic

46

Aaron McKinney (continued)

47

The Verdict

48

Dennis Shepard's Statement

49

Aftermath
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50

Epilogue

51

Departure
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THE LARAMIE PRuJEHT
Character Breakdown
Actor #1 - Alan Tavlor
Andy Paris, Jedadiah Schultz, Doug Laws, Matt Mickelson, Dr. Cantway, Govemor Jim
Geringer, Philip Dubois (Act 2), E-mail Writer, Shannon, Kerry Drake, Russell
Henderson, Aaron McKiimey, Newsperson, Juror
Actor #2 - Sean Kellev
Moises Kaufinan, Philip Dubois (Act 1), Jon Peacock, Stephen Mead Johnson, Gil
Engen, Murdock Cooper, Harry Woods, Judge, Cal Rerucha, Dennis Shepard,
Newsperson, Juror
Actor #3 - Justin Cypert
Stephen Belber, Doc O'Connor, Matt Galloway, Anonymous Friend of Aaron McKinney,
Jeffrey Lockwood, Bill McKinney, Conrad Miller, Andrew Gomez, Rev. Fred Phelps,
Russell Henderson's Mormon Home Teacher, Juror, Foreperson, Newsperson
Actor #4 - Cleo House, Jr.
Greg Pierotti, Sgt. Hing, Jonas Slonaker, Father Roger Schmit, Phil Labrie, Rulon Stacey,
Rob DeBree, Priest, Juror
Actor #5 - Mary Housewirth
Amanda Gronich, Eileen Engen (Act 1), Marge Murray, Trish Steger, Shadow, Sherry
Johnson, Newsperson
Actor #6 - Sarah Tipton
Mercedes Herrero, Rebecca Hilliker, Waitress, Minister's Wife, Kristin Price, Reggie
Fluty, Judge, Newsperson, Juror, Bailiff, Newsperson
Actor #7 - Kim Brownlee
Leigh Fondakowski, Zackie Salmon, Alison Mears, Romaine Patterson, Aaron Kreifels,
Tiffany Edwards, Jen, Juror, Newsperson
Actor #8 - Letecia Bryan
Barbara Pitts, April Silva, Reporter, Catherine Connolly, Zubaida Ula, Baptist Minister,
Sherry Aanenson, Eileen Engen (Act 2), Juror, Lucy Thompson, Bailiff, Newsperson
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Table B2: Character/Moment Breakdown
Character/Moment Breakdown
Act I
Moment
Number

Moment
Title

1

A Defmition

Narrator
Greg Pierotti
Sgt. Hing
Rebecca Hilliker
Eileen Engen
Doc 0' Coimor
Philip Dubois
Zackie Salmon
April Silva
Reporter
Jedadiah Schultz

All
Cleo
Cleo
Sarah
Mary
Justin
Sean
Kim
Letecia
Letecia
Alan

2

Joumal Entries (#1)

Narrator
Andy Paris
Stephen Belber
Amanda Gronich
Moises Kaufman

Kim
Alan
Justin
Mary
Sean

3

Rebecca Hilliker

Rebecca Hilliker
Spectators

Sarah
ALL

4

Angels in America

Jedadiah Schultz
Interviewer
Interviewer

Alan
Justin
Mary

5

Joumal Entries (#2)

Narrator
Greg Pierotti
Leigh Fondakowski
Waitress
Barbara Pitts

Letecia
Cleo
Kim
Sarah
Letecia

Character
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Actor
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6

Alison and Marge

7

Matthew

8

Greg Pierotti
Alison Mears
Narrator
Andy Paris
Trish Steger
Doc O'Connor
Romaine Patterson
Jon Peacock
Interviewer

Cleo
Kim
Cleo
Alan
Mary
Justin
Kim
Sean
Sarah

Who's Getting What?

Doc O'Coimor
Interviewer

Justin
Sarah

9

Easier Said than Done

Catherine CormoUy
Narrator
Jonas Slonaker
Amanda Gronich
Stephen Belber

Letecia
Alan
Cleo
Mary
Justin

10

Joumal Entries (#3)

Moises Kaufman
Narrator
Amanda Gronich
Spectators

Sean
Justin
Mary
ALL

11

The Word

Baptist Minister
Stephen Mead Johnson
Narrator
Doug Laws
Fr. Roger Schmit

Letecia
Sean
Sarah
Alan
Cleo

12

A Scarf

Stephen Belber
Zubaida Ula

Justin
Letecia

13

Lifestyle 1

Minister's Wife
Amanda Gronich

Sarah
Mary
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14

The Fireside

15

McKinney & Henderson

16

The Fence

17

Finding Matthew Shepard

Stephen Belber
Barbara Pitts
Matt Mickelson
Matt Galloway
Narrator
Phil Labrie
Romaine Patterson
Kristin Price
Shadow
Narrator
Anonymous Friend
Sherry Aanenson

Justin
Letecia
Alan
Justin
Sean
Cleo
Kim
Sarah
Mary
Kim
Justin
Letecia

Stephen Mead Johnson
Narrator
Greg Pierotti
Leigh Fondakowski

Sean
Alan
Cleo
Kim

Aaron Kreifels
Reggie Fluty
Narrator
Dr. Cantaway

Kim
Sarah
Justin
Alan

ACXn
18

A Laramie Man

Narrator
Jon Peacock
Romaine Patterson
Trish Steger
Matt Galloway
Matt Mickelson
Rulon Stacey

Sarah
Sean
Kim
Mary
Justin
Alan
Cleo

19

The Essential Facts

Newsperson
Catherine Connolly

Kim
Letecia
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20

Live and Let Live

21

The Gem City
of the Plains

22

Medical Update (#1)

23

Seeing Matthew

24

E-Mail

Judge

Sean

Narrator
Sgt. Hing
Jeffrery Lockwood
Catherine Connolly
Jon Peacock
Newsperson #1
Newsperson #2
Newsperson #3
Newsperson #4
Jon Peacock
Tiffany Edwards
Doc O'Connor
Gov. Geringer
Sgt. Hing
Eileen Engen
Gil Engen
Bill McKiimey
Narrator
Rulon Stacey
Newspeople

Mary
Cleo
Justin
Letecia
Sean
Sarah
Alan
Letecia
Mary
Sean
Kim
Justin
Alan
Cleo
Letecia
Sean
Justin
Letecia
Cleo
ALL

Narrator
Rob Debree
Aaron Kreifels
Catherine Connolly
Matt Galloway
Reggie Fluty
Marge Murray

Alan
Cleo
Kim
Letecia
Justin
Sarah
Mary

Narrator
Philip Dubois
Email Writer

Cleo
Alan
Alan
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25

Vigils

26

Medical Update (#2)

27

Narrator
Spectators

Sarah
ALL

Narrator
Rulon Stacey
Newspeople

Letecia
Cleo
ALL

Live and Let Live

Jedadiah Schultz
Narrator
Conrad Miller
Murdock Cooper
Zackie Salmon
Jonas Slonaker

Alan
Mary
Justin
Sean
Kim
Cleo

28

It Happened Here

Zubaida Ula
Narrator

Letecia
Sean

29

Shaimon &, Jen

Stephen Belber
Sharmon
Jen

Justin
Alan
Kim

30

Homecoming

Newsperson
Narrator
Philip Dubois
Harry Woods
Matt Galloway
Spectators

Sarah
Cleo
Alan
Sean
Justin
ALL

31
32

One of Ours
Two Queers &
A Catholic Priest

33

Christmas

Sherry Johnson
Narrator
Leigh Fondakowski
Greg Pierotti
Fr. Roger Schmit
Narrator
Andrew Gomez

Mary
Justin
Kim
Cleo
Cleo
Alan
Justin
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34

Lifestyle 2

Baptist Minister
Amanda Gronich

Letecia
Mary

35

That Night

Rulon Stacey

Cleo

36

Medical Update (#3)

Narrator
Rulon Stacey
Newspeople

Letecia
Cleo
ALL

37

Magnitude

Rulon Stacey

Cleo

38

H-O-P-E

Stephen Belber
Doc O'Connor

Justin
Justin

Matt Galloway
Priest
Tiffany Edwards
Narrator
Kerry Drake
Rev. Fred Phelps
Romaine Patterson
Spectators/Smgers

Justin
Cleo
Kim
Mary
Alan
Justin
Kim
ALL

Bailiff
Narrator
Trish Steger
Jurors

Sarah
Sean
Mary
ALL

Judge
Russell Henderson
Narrator
Lucy Thompson
Mormon Home Teacher

Sarah
Alan
Kim
Letecia
Justin

Acxm
39

Snow

40

Jury Selection

41

Russell Henderson
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42

Angels in America

Narrator
Rebecca Hilliker
Jedadiah Schultz
Rob Debree
Reggie Fluty
Marge Murray

Justin
Sarah
Alan
Cleo
Sarah
Mary

43

A Death Penalty Case

Narrator
Cal Remcha
Marge Murray
Zackie Salmon
Matt Mickelson
Matt Galloway
Zubaida Ula
Fr. Roger Schmit
Bailiff

Sarah
Sean
Mary
Kim
Alan
Justin
Letecia
Cleo
Sarah

44

Aaron McKinney

Narrator
Rob Debree
Aaron McKinney

Kim
Cleo
Alan

45

Gay Panic

Zackie Salmon
Rebecca Hilliker

Kim
Sarah

46

Aaron McKiimey
(continued)

Rob Debree
Aaron McKinney

Cleo
Alan

47

The Verdict

Bailiff
Foreperson

Letecia
Justin

48

Dennis Shepard's
Statement
Aftermath

Narrator
Dennis Shepard
Reggie Fluty
Rob Debree
Aaron Kreifels

Letecia
Sean
Sarah
Cleo
Kim

49
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50

Epilogue

51

Departure

Matt Galloway

Justin

Andy Paris
Jedadiah Schultz
Narrator
Romaine Patterson
Jonas Slonaker
Doc O'Connor
Barbara Pitts
Amanda Gronich
Mercedes Herrero
Moises Kaufman
Leigh Fondakowski
Marge Murray
Greg Pierotti
Stephen Belber
Andy Paris
Fr. Roger Schmit
Spectators

Alan
Alan
Sean
Kim
Cleo
Justin
Letecia
Mary
Sarah
Sean
Kim
Mary
Cleo
Justin
Alan
Cleo
Alan
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Texas Tech University Theatre
Production Deadlines
Production: The Laramie Proiect
Direaor/Choreoerapher Ramon
S. Des.: Fleming
C. Des:; Dulin
L. Des.; Gomez
T.D: Pierce
SM ; Packard

Semester: fall 02
Theatre: LAB
TTUT
Dramaturg WjA±/Jt'
Producer:
Adv. fbc
Ij't. Che,: Flemine
AS. Des:
Adv, Merz
Makeup. Des: Dulin
AC. Des;
Adv. Bilkev
M. E,: Beckman
AL. Des:
Adv. Pierce
A.T.D.:
Props: Berrv
Adv. fbc
A.S.M.:

Pro. Meeting Time
Wed. Spm
1^4
Rough Des. Sketches/Scenery Due.
Rough Des. Sketches/Cost. Due
Rough Sketches/Research/ Lights Due.
Rough Light Plot Due
Rough Design .Approval (S&C)
Final Sketches/Modcls/Rendehngs Due
Director Design Approval
f^V
Scener)' Drawings Due (to shop)
I9/S^
Costume Drawings Due (to shop)
49M
Scenerj' Construction Begins
,W9/9
Costume Construction Begins_
#9/9
Prop Plot Due (from Dir. & S.M.)
liP/9
Audio/Media Ptot Due
UHtf
Program Copy Due_
i^fU*Pub. Photo C^l Shot List Due„
Pub. Photo Call (media)
Show Run Throu^ By
Lighting Plot Due
Audio Preview
9/17-25
Lighting Hai% & Focus_
Htmp
No Prop Additions After_
No Major Artistic Concept Changes ^ j f l W J C .
Audio Tapes Finished By
9/24
Crew Nidit
n/a
9/28
Set Complete By_
n/a
(ifdesired)
Dress Parade___
Paper Tedi_
9/26
Level Set (lights & sound)_
9/27 & 28
Techs_
w/ level set
Dir. Approval of Lighting.
9/27&28
Dresses
^ 9
Production Photo Call_
9/29
Sneak Peek
9/30-1 q/6
Performance Dates.
10/6
Strike

0m*

o/mmm

Prepared by:

Christoffel

r^..,.JJb. U^^L

Date:
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APPENDIX C
PRODUCTION PHOTOGRAPHS
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Figure CI: Pre-Show

Figure C2: The Fence - the central symbol for the show.
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Figure C3: Opening Tableau for Act I

Figure C4: Moment: A Definition

125

Figure C5: Use of live video feed during medical updates.

Figure C6: Rulon Stacy (Cleo House, Jr.) updates the media on Shepard's progress.
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Figure C7: "I hope Matthew Shepard had time to reflect on his lifestyle," says
Baptist Minister (Letecia Bryan) to Amanda Gronich (Mary Housewirth)

Figure C8: The Funeral - the opening of Act III.
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Figure C9: Rev. Fred Phelps (Justin Cypert) is surrounded by Angel Action.

Figure CIO: The Trial of Russell Henderson (Alan Taylor).

128

Figure CI 1: The verdict of Aaron McKinney's trial.

Figure C12: "The Sparkling Lights of Laramie, Wyoming." - End of Show.
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APPENDDC D
PROGRAM
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-ti.^,at.aaaa^Ma^a

The U niversity Theatre Presents

A play by Moises Kaufman
and
the Members of the Tectonic Theater Project

Directed by Ricky Ramon

LARAMIE
project
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h
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the

Texas Tech University Lab Theatre
September 3{M)ctober 6,2002

^

Th« Company
Production Team
Directed by
S t a g e Manager
Lighting/ Media D e s i g n
Costume Design
Sound D e s i g n
S c e n i c Design
Properties
Dramaturge

Ricky Ramon
Jenny Packard
Carmen Gomez
Amada Dulin
Chris Leffel
Ross Flemming
Elaine Bates, Stephanie Berry
David Wygant
Crews

Liglit Board Operator
Sound Board Operator
Media Operator
Liglit & Sound Crew
S c e n e r y & Properties Crew
C o s t u m e Crew

Amanda Flores
Sonja Ral.ston
Mandy Springer
Stephanie Weightman, Traci Screws,
Lindsey Stansell
Sarah Cunningham, Tara Wilkins
Claudia Acosta, Katie Houston, Chiyo Wichman

-There will be two eight minute intermissionsS p e c i a l Thanks
My parents, Ramiro and Maria Ram6n & Family, Anne Bogart, Professor of Theatre at Columbia
University, Dr. Ed Check, Chris Mitchell, Queers and Allies

The taking of photographs, with or without nmh, and the nse of video or audiorecordingequipment are a violation of copyright law and arc stricU}' prohibited.
fkmi and drink are not allowed in dK Lah Theatre or lobby. Smoking is prohibited Ihnnighout the building. Latecomers will be
seated by ushers at thefirstappropriate time.
Please turn off all pagers, cell phones, and wristwalch aianns!
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Cast Ensemble
Kim Brownlee

Mary Housewirth

Letecia Bryan

Sean Kelly

J ustin Cypert

Alan Taylor

Cleo House, Jr.

Sarah Tipton

Director's Notes
After the tragic eventN of September 11* last year, I began looking for possible plays to
direct for diis year's Lab Theatre season. 1 chose to look closely at works that dealt with violence and al-so raised the question to the audience whether the violence was necessary or unnecessary. When 1firstread The Laramie Project, written by Moists Kaufman and the Tectonic Theatre Project, 1 was amazed at the number of characters portrayed by the eight actors.
As an actor, 1 realized that the challenge of creating over seventy non-ficdonal characters was
an actor's dream. The script itself also amazed me.
The script was written in a style Kaufman calls "moment work,'' which he u.ses "to tTeate and analyze theatre from a structtiralist (or 'tectonic') perspective." In a traditional play,
the acts are broken down into scenes. In The Laramie Project, the acts were broken down
into "moments." Kaufman says that a "moment" does not require a "change of locale, or an
entrance or exit of actors or characters. It is simply a unit oftfieatricaltime which is then juxtaposed with other units to convey meaning." Moments arc individual and can stand alone to
tell a story, but when connected, they tell a completely different story.
Technicalities aside, 1 chose to direct The Laramie Project hecmise it tells the story of a commtmity - a community that, in reality, could be any community. In a forthri^ manner, Kaufman and his colleagues recall the reactions of Laramie. Wyoming residents to the beating and
miu'der of Matthew Shepard and the trials of Russell Henderson and Aaron McKinney. The
Laramie Project brings home the consequences of loving and hating. It compels us to listen
closely and to consider a diversity of options, ideas, beliefs, and values.

Talk Backs
A discussion of themes in the play, fallowing the performance.
Tuesday October 1" - The emotional and social ramifications of homophobia.
Thursday October 3"* ' The importance of producing plays like TTie Laramie Project at Texas
Tech University
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2002-2003 Mainstage Season
Damn Yankees
by George Abbot and Douglas Wallop
Music and lyrics by Richard Adler and Jerry Ross
OcL 11-13 &18-20, 2002
The Foreigner
by Larry Shue
Nov. 22-24 & 29-Dec. 1, 2002
Angels In America
Part I: The Millennium Approaches
by Tony Kushner
Feb. 14-16 & 21-23, 2003
Grapes of Wrath
Adapted by Frank Galati from the novel by John Steinbeck
Aprill 1-13 & 18-20, 2003

2002-2003 Lab Theatre Season
The Laramie Project
by Moises Kaufman and the members of the Tectonic Theatre Project
Sept. 30-Oct.6,2002
Jake's Women
by Neil Simon
Nov. 4-10, 2002
The Amen Corner
by James Baldwin
Fcb.24-March 2, 2003
The Sixth Annual
Raider Red's One-Act Play Spectacular
Original scripts by TTU Students
March 31-April 6,2003
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APPENDIX F
POST-PRODUCTION RESPONSES
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1. What were your expectations and initial thoughts when we began the production?
Following the callbacks for Laramie Project, 1 was extremely excited and hopeful
that 1 would be cast in the show. I felt the callbacks really set the standard for the show
and the director. Everything seemed very professional, organized and well thought out.
So based on my initial reactions to the callbacks I was extremely excited to have been
cast in the show.
As far as my expectations for the show, I wanted to be challenged as an actress. I
also wanted to prove to myself that 1 coidd be successful in this show.
1 was excited about working with the other cast members and having Ricky as a director.
My initial thought was he was professional, and knew what he wanted to accomplish with
this show.

2. Describe your take on the process as a whole.
For me this was a process of self-discovery and tmst development. I discovered
new realms of ray acting and of my body (see question 3).
It was a growing and learning process, and I am proud to have been a part of it.

3. Was there an aspect of the process you considered most beneficial to you as an actor?
Why?
1 enjoyed Viewpoints! Maybe this was because I have worked with Viewpoints in
the past, but I felt that this was an excellent way to develop this show. Through
Viewpoints we collaborated as a cast. We became more comfortable with each other and
the environment around us. I feh this was also a good method of self-discovery. We
found different ways to move and discovered different emotions and reactions within
ourselves.
On a more personal note, I am not a touchy, huggy kind of person, and at first I
was not comfortable with Viewpoints so much. During one of our first Viewpoints
session one actor, Cleo House Jr. began to follow me around the room. He then placed
his arms around me and tried to hold me. I fought to get out of this uncomfortable
situation. I did not know Cleo well at the time, nor did I know anyone well at the time,
and found this extr«nely uncomfortable. Following our second or third rehearsal, I soon
became more comfortable with the people around me. Viewpoints forced me to trust the
people I was with. 1 became more open and tmsting of those around me, and in tum, I feh
more in sync with the cast as a whole.
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4. Was there a least beneficial aspect? Why?
1 hated blocking ourselves! There, I said it.
I really did not enjoy the process of creating the moments. 1 thought this was an
interesting concept the first few times, but then it appeared as if the director really didn't
know what to do with us, so he made us do the blocking. There came a point when one
actress in particular, Sara Tipton, became the director. There were times when she would
get very excited about a moment, and then order us around the way she thought the
moment should be. Over time we got tired of arguing with her about her ideas, and just
let her tell us what to do. This created some hostility among the actors and Sara, for me
especially. The process was good because it made us work together, but it also added to
the tension among the actors.

5. Would you have spent more time on a particular aspect of the produaion? Early or
late in the process?
When looking back on my joumal entries that 1 did for the show, I noticed that I
had a lot of fmstration with the amount of time we spent blocking the show. This seemed
to be a long and tedious process at times. 1 was concemed with the amount of time we
were taking to block the show, and then re-block the show. I was worried that we would
not get a lot of 'character' rehearsals, and that tumed out to be tme, 1 felt that more time
needed to be used working on individual moments and characters. 1 would have liked
more rehearsal time to work the moments of the show on an individual basis.

6. What did you as an actor do to prepare for your many roles?
Through my acting in the past I learned the value ofjoumaling. This was a way
for me to reflect on many of the issues the Laramie Project brings forth. Every night,
following rehem'sals, I would joumsd my thoughts regarding issues in the show, the
rehearsals, the actors/actresses and the director. In my joumal, there are so many entries
regarding issues in the show. Homosexuality, hate crime, religion, violence, ect... This
show made me think and reevaluate my beliefs and ideals. For me, this is a wonder&l
tool for self-discovery, and character development. I think all actors need to be able to
look at different opinions and viewpoints and respect them. Many of my journal entries
attempt to respect opinions and beliefs different than my own
I also did a character analysis for each character that I played in the show. I took
into consideration their age, social class, religious ideals, demographics, and other
categories. I considered what other characters said about my character, and even thoughts
that my own character had about themselves.
I also knew that these were real people and this was a real town and event. I did
some Internet searching for information on these people, but to no avail. I did fmd some
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information regarding the town and the events that occurred. Having lived near Laramie,
1 had more knowledge than others, but I wanted to know more.
1 combined all this information together, and attempted to develop a believable
character.

7. Did the director do anything specific to help you prepare you for your many roles?
What worked? What did not work? Could have the director done something else to
help?
Not so much
I would hke to think that I did not receive a lot of notes and help because I know
what I am doing. But that could be wrong.
One rehearsal that I was excited for was the monologue rehearsal. Ricky wanted
to work with us on our monologues and I was excited to do some acting work.
Unfortunately, my session lasted 5 minutes. Maybe that is because Ricky didn't have
anything to work with me on, but as an actress I live on criticism. I want to know what I
can do to be better, and maybe that is my own personal problem and not so much Ricky's
problem. But I did want more criticism.
1 also took into consideration that Ricky was working with a lot less experienced
actors/actresses that needed specific attention. I aj^eciated and understood his desire to
work with them more.

8. Was there a most fiustrating aspect of the process? What and why?
I believe 1 mentioned the BLOCKING issue already!
There were times when I wasfiiistratedwith Ricky because he would leave us to
block ourselves. However, I became even morefiiistratedwhen Ricky decided to reblock our moments.
I think the blocking was sofiustratingto me because I feh that we needed to
spend more time on character development, and acting techniques.

9. Did the process hinder you in anyway as actor? How?
No.
I do not believe any process hmders an actor/actress. We leam through all
experiences both good and bad!
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10. Did the process help you in any way as actor? How?.
I beUeve the process helped me become more comfortable and tmsting of those I
was working with. 1 came into this process not knowing anyone, and came out of it with
so many wonderful firiends.
As an actor/actress you need chemistry and tmst with those around you. This was
developed through the process. 1 became close to many of the cast members and the
director. I feh comfortable with them and knew I could rely on them throughout the
show.
Viewpoints also helped me become more comfortable with my body. I was
encouraged to use shape and gesture to develop my characters. I felt connected to ray
characters through my body!

11. What were the director's strengths? Why?
He was an actor's director, and from an actor's standpoint that is great! Despite
the fact we directed ourselves at time.s, he always appeared to be looking out for us. He
knows how to take care of his cast members. He was sociable, encour^ng, and most
importantly, respectful!

12. What were the director's weaknesses? Why?
I believe Ricky has some difficulty with making a decision. I would have liked to
have seen Ricky make stronger decisions and be more assertive with his concepts.
There was a time when I did not know if Ricky had a clear concept for the show.
There were times when he would be asked a question, and he would not know how to
answer it. He seemed wish-washy and indecisive at times.
13. Now that the show is over, is there anything that you would go back and change? Be
specific.
I am a consummate perfectionist and therefore this is a difficult question for me.
There is so much that I would change about my perlfarmance in the show, 1 am never
happy with my work, but for the show as a whole, I would not change anything. I am
proud to have been a part of this show, and I hope 1 did it justice.
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13. Looking back, tell me your feelings about the show after it finished?
1 am proud and touched to have been cast in this show! 1 am gratefiil to have
had this opportunity. 1 know that is cheesy, but that is honestly how I feel!
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1. My initial feeling about being in The Uiramie Project as a whole was foreboding. At the
time I didn't quite know why, but it was there. It was there from previous actors that I
had spoken with talking about their negative reaction to the director's (Ricky Ramon)
process during his advanced directing scene of Rimers ofEldrige. Also, after working
with Ricky as an actor during Godspell and dealing with the two moments in which he
was belligerent and/or extremely late to rehearsal due to oversleeping also caused me to
have my doubts. So 1 guess ultimately my expectation going into the process was that
there would be "drama." Even thought 1 did try to go into the process with an open mind
and a fresh slate. It would tum out later that my foreboding feeling wasn't invalid.
2. My take on the process as a whole is this: 1 feel that the actor's and designers came
together despite the sometimes negative, vague, and inconsistent actions of the director,
that could have proved extremely detrimental. I think with a less experienced cast and
crew the show would have failed. The process was also tainted for me after the first
vreek when the director discussed issues that he had with me (an actor) with a fellow
actor Marj' Housewirth. It is common knowledge that actors do get together and discuss
the process as they are going through it, but for Ricky as a director to discuss or gossip
about me with a fellow actor was for mc as an actor the end of the rope. After that the
process became laborious and tedious. I no longer trasted Mr. Ramon to guide me as an
actor. This led to my personal distancing from the project. This distrust 1 had for Mr.
Ramon also carried over into the few choices that he made in the show. What is even
worse is that this has effected how I perceive Mr. Ramon personally, as well. So
generally the process for me was painful, and I looked forward to its end.
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3. The pn)cess that was most beneficial to mc as an actor was the opportunity to work
intimately with a talented cast. 1 learned and gained something from each of them and I
thank Mr. Ramon for that.
4. The least beneficial element of the process was viewpoints. It was the least useful,
because it was never incorporated into the directing of the play. Definitely not the
blocking since we (the actors) blocked the show ourselves with the director out of the
room. We as actors were not thinking about viewpoints, we were thinking, and thinking
logically, about where we should be in a particular moment. For mc, as an actor,
viewpoints served only as a useful warm up in this production.
5. 1 don't have an opinion regarding this question.
6. As an actor 1 worked from the outside in to prepare for my roles. 1 usually either started
with the voice or a particular physicality to help me portray my characters.
7. 1 can't think of anything specific that the director did for mc besides say. "Make sure the
voices are distinct." and "Think about physicality." There was one moment rehearsal
that Alan and 1 did work with the director, which didn't really prove useful to me in the
end, because Alan always had the same reaction in this scene and it was hke the director
gave up on trying to push him to do more outside of this one extra rehearsal of the
moment. What would have helped me more is if the director would have been more
insistent.
8. The most frostrating part of the process was twofold. As I mentioned before I no longer
tntsted the director which made the process fmstrating and I felt that the director didn't
know what he wanted to do with the show. Consequently we were flailing in the air for
quite some time and dealing with inconsistencies in the style and they didn't seem to be a
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priority of the director to clean or clear up. This was frustrating and it made it difficult to
have confidence in the direction that we were going.
9. I think I've already answered this question in my previous answers.
10.1 think I've already answered this question in my previous answers.
11. The director's strength is his ability to get the actors to come together as an ensemble.
How? See director's weakness.
12. The director is weak in that he alienates, causes tension, and strife amongst the cast/stage
manager and himself. Sometimes, he appeared to be unaware of this and other times not.
This tension, however, between him and the cast made it an "us" against "him" attitude
and caused the cast to get closer.
13. No, 1 wouldn't change anything. This process has taught me a lot about die people who I
worked with and that is an invaluable lesson.
14.1 am happy diat the show was well received and diat the people were touched. However,
1 am disappointed that the process wasn't reflected in the final product and that in some
instances the director has managed to get away without accounting for the people and the
relationships that he has hurt, tarnished, or damaged in the process.
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POST-PRODUCTION REVIEW
Directions: Be vi-ry honest and detailed in your responses. You are evaluating the process,
yourself as an actor, and me as a director. So I will not take your responses personally (I plan to
use them as learning tools, as I hope you will, too.) if you make references to me. Actually I
warrant references to me and expect them. Remember this survey is to help me with my thesis.
After I've collected this review, I will schedule an appointment vfith you to speak more about
them in detail. Thunk you.
1, What were your expectations and initial thoughts when we began the production?
1 can honestly say that I did not have any kind of expectations aboul the production, I was
approaching this as I would any other production. I just planned on doing my best in the roles that I
would be assigned. My only initial thoughts were that I liked the play and was Interested to see how it
would tum out.
2, Describe your take on the process as a whole.
I enjoyed the process as a whole. I really enjoyed leaming the new techniques and being able
to immediately apply ttiem. I was also happy with the way the cast came together as a group.
3. Was there an aspect of the process you considered most beneficial to you as an actor? Why?
1 thought the Viewpoints experience was the most beneficial as I had never done it before.
Naturally, learning something new is always good and I thought of a number of ways in which I might
use Viewpoints either in a rehearsal process or in a classroom.
4. Was there a least beneficial aspect? Why?
I think the Viewpoints work was also die lea-st beneficial aspect, at least its continued use
throughout therehearsalprocess. I believe Viewpoints is an excellent teaching tool and a means for
finding interesting movement and stage forms initially, but once we had set in certain blocking or
pictures that we had liked, I found it's continued use distracting, 1 diink Viewpoints is useful for
exploring and as a tool for specific purposes, but not just as a warm-up.
5, Would you have spent more time on a particular aspect of the production? Eariy or late in the
process?
I would have liked to have spent more time eariy on mnning the entire production with as many
technical elements as possible, especially the costumes and props. The props in particular felt like they
were just signifiers, pieces added on to die characters to give some external meaning. They never
really felt like a part of my character, just something added on to help the audience see the difference
visually between characters.
6. What did you as an actor do to prepare for your many roles?
1 did a lot of research for my characters, primarily over the Internet 1 found a great deal on
Moises Kaufinan and Dennis Shepard. I was even able to find audio and visual information on
Kaufman. This allowed me to get a better idea of his mannerisms and accent. I also got a lot of
information from Mike Morelli. He was my main source for Harry Woods. Our group trip to the mall
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gave me the inspiration lor Jon Peacock, a.k.a. die scary balloon-guy. For some of the smaller
characters, 1 tried to get a feel for them based on their dialogue and then come up with some kind of
physical and vocal characteristics that would differentiate them from die others.
7. Did the director do anything specific to help you prepare you for your many roles? What worked?
What did not work? Could have the director done something else to help?
One of the first things he did was to have the cast go out and bring in pictures that represented
what the term gay meant to us. These were then brought together, discussed, and formed into a
collage. He iilso had a dramaturg available that went out and researched the pUiy, the town, and hate
crimes. The director brought in Mike Morelli, a former resident of Laramie who also worked on the
film version, who spoke to us about the town and its residents. Mr, Morelli knew many of them
personally. The director also took the cast on a trip to the mall to conduct a character study and had
everyone over lo his house to watch a movie about Matthew Shepard.
1 think the collage work and the group trips worked very well in bringing the cast together. We
had a lot of fun and it helped everyone to get to know one another. Mr. Morelli was a gold mine of
information imd really helped us get a sense of the community in and around Laramie. I did not find
much of the dramaturge's information useful as I had already found much of the .same information
myself
8. Was there a most fmstrating aspect of the process? What and why?
The most fmstrating part for me was work lost due to lack of planning. There were a number
of times when we had put something together, everyone hked it and was comfortable with it, and then
die set came in and it had to change. The same thing happened when die costumes and props were
introduced. It was never a huge issue, but I suppose the most fmstrating of anything.
9. Did the process hinder you in any way as actor? How?
1 found that the process was geared for the group and not an individual actor. I found myself
restricted to a certain space during monologues because that was where the group dynamic put me.
10. Did the process help you in any way as actor? How?
It helped me by exposing me lo a new method of acting,
11. What were the director's strengths? Why?
The director's stiength hes in his understanding of the acting process. He is obviously
knowledgeable in the different methods of acting and has a su-ong background in it. I would say he is
probably an even better acting teacher than director.
Another strength was that he cared deeply about this production. There was a very personal
connection to it and it showed.
12. What were the director's weaknesses? Why?
The director seemed to have a problem with indecision. He never seemed truly satisfied when
he tried things a number of different ways, openly questioning which way was best. I could not tell if
this was from a lack of advance planning or just some self-doubt in his abilities.
Another weakness is in his note giving at the end of rehearsal. He needs to write his notes
clearly so diat he can communicate diem clearly,
13. Now that the show is over, is there anything that you would go back and change? Be specific.
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1 would like to try some different approaches to some of the roles. I would like to change my
position on the Harry Woods speech, sitting rather than standing. 1 would also like to add more
emotion to that speech. Try to show the parade through Harry's words and its effect on him.
1 would like to try the Dennis Shepard speech farther upstage with no platform, I would rather
have him more eye level with the audience than raised above them,
14, Looking back, tell me your feelings about the show after it finished?
I was both sad and happy after it was done. I was sad because it was a good show with good
parts and I was enjoying it, I love being on stage. I was happy, though, because it was a very
demanding piece emotionally. The Dennis Shepard speech was very tough to gel through because it 1
could connect to it as a father. There was definitely a weight lifted when we were done. I really
wondered how long 1 could do that speech before I would get desensitized to it.
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-THE LARAifllt PHU Jcy I
POST-PRODUCTION REVIEW
Directions: Be very honest and detailed in your responses. You are evaluating the process,
yourself as an actor, and mc as a director. So I will not take your responses personally (I plan to
use them as learning tools, as I hope you will, too.) if you make references to me. Actually I
warrant references to me and expect them. Remember this survey is to help me with my thesis.
After Tve collected this review, 1 will schedule an appointment with you to speak more about
them in detail. Thank you.
1, What were your expectations and initial thoughts when we began the production?

2. Describe your take on the process as a whole,
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POST-PRODUCTION REVIEW
Directions: Be very honest and detailed in your responses. You are evaluating the process,
yourself as a designer, and me as a director. So 1 will not take your responses personally (I plan
to use them as learning tools, a.s I hope you will, too.) if you make references to me. Actually I
warrant references to me and expect them. Remember this survey is to help me with my thesis.
After I've collected this review, I will schedule an appointment with you to speak more about
them in detaiL Thank you.

1. What were your expectations and initial thoughts when we began the production?
1 expected the production to be based in a non-realistic venue. My initial thoughts were to be as true to
the work as possible because what the piece says it too important to screw around with. My initial
fears is that the script may take on a slanted view, which would cormpt the message of the creators.
2. Describe your take on the process as a whole.
1 felt there was often a lack of communication with the director. The first show slot is always a big
push and there was a lot of concentration on abstracts. While 1 wish this was an afforded luxury, we
needed to get right down to business beginning with the first official production meeting. This didn't
happen. Remember, these are my views of the process, not the production.
3. Was there an aspect of the process you considered most beneficial to you as a designer?
Why?
Although 1 fought it initially, the reading of the script with the production leam was very helpful and
the subsequent conversations that evening. It allowed the team to have arelaxed,open fomm without
putting boundaries on anything yet,
4. Was there a least beneficial aspect? Why?
Although I wasn't at therehearsalsevery night, the viewpoints seamed to get in die way to me.
Granted, Fm not an actor, but viewpoints is a lengthy process that 1 don't feel can be achieved in such
a short rehearsal process, I saw more than one rehearsal when an hour or even hoiu- and a half would
be spent on viewpoints and then the actors would break. By die dme they came back in, after ten
minutes, focus had completely been lost. It seemed an awful waste if all that time was to be used and
then focus not kept. I didn't really see the point in using viewpoints for the designers in the first
meeting in the greenroom. Designers are taught to think fast and communicate. Bottom line, it just
didn't seem necessary to me.
5. Would you have spent more time on a particular aspect of the production? Early or late in
the process?
I wish I would have spent more time, early in the process, with the director on the media aspects.
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6. What did you as a designer do to prepare for your design?
I read the script several times, did research on both the town and die incident, played around with looks
in the light lab and on the computer, and talked to the odier designers about their feelings as well as my
own.
7.Did the director do anything specific to help you prepare you for your design? What worked?
What did not work? Could have the director done something else to help?
Just watching rehearsals was a lot of help. The director could have communicated to the designers
belter about what was going on in rehearsals. In the beginning, it seemed the director didn't really
know what he wanted lo say with the production. Or, perhaps, he just couldn't find the words to
communicate his thoughts. The most concrete thing I ever heard was "Brechtian." However, I
wondered whose view of Brechtian to go by - the director's, mine, or some opinion in a book.
8. Was there a most frustrating aspect of the process? What and why?
The lack of communication. Without a strong concept, the look of the finished product falls apart,
9. Did the process hinder you In any way a-s a designer? How?
I just wanted more concrete ideas and opinions from the director on what he wanted. I didn't want him
to design the show for me, but 1 wanted to know what he wanted.
10. Did the process help you in any way as a designer? How?
Again, going to rehearsals was the most beneficial. This is an actor's director. He can communicate
well with the actors. Listening lo him talk to the actors helped me lo figure out more about what he
wanted to say.
IL What were the director's strengths? Why?
The rehearsal process. I think I covered that,
12. What were the director's weaknesses? Why?
Communication. I think I already covered that, too.
13. Now that the show is over, is there anything that you would go back and change? Be
specific.
As a designer, I would have changed the look of the media and the lighting on the eye. I hated the
font, but I understand il was a director choice, I would have tried to express my view on this to die
director, but I still would have changed il in the end if dial's what he still wanted. 1 would have hung a
variety of colors on the eye so 1 could have mixed to more options.
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14. Looking back, tell me your feelings about the show after it finished?
Overall, I think it was a success. We got the audience thinking and we were able to speak to hundreds
over the course of the run. Besides, my own shortcomings with my designs, I wouldn't have changed
to final outcome of the show.
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POST-PRODUCTION REVIEW
Directions: Be very honest and detailed in your responses. You are evalnating the process,
yourself as a designer, and me as a director. So I will jiot take yonr responses personally (I plan
to use them as leaming tools, as I hope you will, too.) if you make references to me. Actually I
warrant references to me and expect them. Rememt>er this survey b to help me with my thesis.
After I've collected this review, I will schedule an appointment with yon to speak more about
them in detaiL Thank yon.
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THE LAHAMIE rHUJtiC i
POST-PRODUCTION REVIEW
Directions: Be very honest and detailed in your responses. You are evaluating the process,
yourself as a designer, and me as a director. So I will not take your responses personally (I plan
to use them as learning tools, as I hope you will, too.) if you make references to me. Actually I
warrant references to mc and expect them. Remember this survey is to help me with my tliesis.
After I've collected this review, 1 will schedule an appointment with you to speak more about
them in detail. Thank you.
1. What were yoin-expectations and initial thoughts when we began the production?
I was very excited about the opportunity to be involved with a show of this magnitude. I was also very
interested to find out how Texas Tech does things.

2. Describe your take on the process as a whole.
1 was very excited to see that it was going to be a very actor driven play. However, as a designer 1
don't necessarily need all of die touchy-feely actor stuff As for the end result I was very happy,
however (as always) there would have been some changes in hindsight. 1 was also imptessed widi
how die production leam worked togedier. I diink diat it made this a very successful production.

3. Was Uiere an aspect of die process you considered most beneficial lo you as a designer? Why?
Just the constant communication between the production staff I diink dial always helps a play to be
more cohesive.
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4. Was there a least beneficial iispect? Why?
The actor-touchy-feely stuff. The designers need lo be aware of the emotion of the play, however they
also have lo see il from a viewers point of view.
5. Would you have spent more lime on a particular aspect of the production? Early or late in the
process?
I think I would have liked to have spent more time painting. Just to add a little more texture to the set.

6. What did you as a designer do lo prepare for your design?
Read the script. Thought about it.. Talked about il. Talked with the other designers about it, Did
some research. Thought about it some more. Drew some sketches. Talked about it some more....
Finally decided which way to go....

7. Did the director do anything specific to help you prepare you for your design? What worked?
What did not work? Could have the director done something else to help?
1 think the director did a great job, 1 was impressed with die stage pictures that insued in the space.
Maybe there was too much time spent on "warming -up" but that is just my opinion, However, it may
have left more lime for working on timing problems, and transitions.

8. Was there a most fmstrating aspect of die process? What and why?
I was not very happy with how the eye was dealt with. Some of die Media and live feeds worked well,
however the eye was not dealt with consistenly.
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9. Did the process hinder you in any way as a designer? How?
NO, other dian the budget issues, and maybe dme.

10. Did the process help you in any way as a designer? How?
It was nice lo see everyone working togedier. That is what theatre is all about.

11, What were the director's strengths? Why?
Seeing what was going to happen before he said no. Then discussing other possibilities.

12. What were the director's weaknesses? Why?
Maybe noi quite enough "dictatorship" Sometimes when things are going a little to slow, die directors
job is 10 put a fire under some asses.

13. Now that the show is over, is Uiere anything that you would go back and change? Be specific.
I would have spent more time on painting. Maybe I would have tried to add some gray shades to die
blocks and cleaned up the building of die platfonns. Overall I liked how simple the set was, and h
seemed to work for the production style.
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14, Looking back, tell me your feelings about the show after it finished?
1 think it was a very successful show. I was very impressed with the acdng overall. However 1
would have like to have seen the actors react a little more lo each other in some moments.
Sometimes they seemed like statues. However, the movement was very exciting, and I always
knew where to look.
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I think The Laramie Project was a good example of how simple and well done theatre can be.
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POST-PRODUCTION REVIEW
Directions: Be very honest and detailed in your responses. This survey is to help me with my
thesis. After I have collected this survey, I will schedule an appointment with you to speak about
it in more detail. Thank you. rs,
n
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1. What were your expectations and initial thoughts when Tlie Laramie Project was being considered KJut^
for this year's Lab Season?

2. Please comment on the director's use of the Laboratory Theatre space.

3. Did you perceive separate "moments" in the production? Please comment on the transitions
between moments.

4. Please comment on the opening and closing of each act.

5. Was the production tme to itself? Please comment on the consistency or lack of consistency of the
production.^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^
J^^^^
^
^
/^M^^^^^i?
f
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6, Please comment separately on each act withreferenceto director's blocking, pacing, use of
Brechtian techniques and Viewpoints technique.

Actn

Act III

7, Were
director'sschoicesapparentanaeiiecnve,'
choices apparent and effective? Why
or Why
not?
Veredirector
wnyor
wnynoi;

8. As a director, what might you have added to the production?

9, What did you perceive as the director's strengths and weaknesses? Why?
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10. What did you perceive as the actors' strengths and weaknesses? Why? (See Character Breakdown
Attachment)
Kim Brownlee

Letecia Bryan

Justin Cypert

Cleo House, Jr.

Mary Housewirth
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11. What did you perceive as the designs/designers' strengths and weaknesses? Why?
Carmen Gomez (Lighting & Media Designs)

Ross Fleming (Set Design)

Amanda Dulin (Costume Design)

Chris Leffel (Sound Design)

12. What was your relationship to the production as an audience member?
t

13. Did a theme emerge from the production? What was the theme?

14. What were your impressions of the production as a whole?
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THE UNIVERSITY THEATRE PLAYERS CHAPTER
THE TEXAS TECH UNIVERSITY EX-STUDENTS ASSOCIATION

GREENROOM NOTES
October 8,2002
I want to write to share an experience I had night before last in the Texas Tech
Laboratory Theatre. The Laramie Project opened, and I was fortunate to be
counted among those in the audience. I expressed my critique of the
production afterward to Uncle Patrick, and he said I should share my
impression with all the Players, so here goes...
Knowing the casting procedure for productions, I was particularly delighted
by Director Ricky Ramon's eye for casting and having been given the actors
he wanted. The show depended upon a strong ensemble, and strong it was.
Now, I must say that there were moments in which Ramon allowed each to
shine; unfortunately I did not know which one owned which name in the
program. They took a much earned ensemble bow to a standing ovation, one
of the few I've seen in the Lab. I am not fond of multi-media productions at all,
adhering to the notion that It becomes the dominant character in the show,
one you can't get away from. But this production showed me it can be done
with finesse, adding to the meaning of each "moment".
I thought that Mr. Ramon's directing was right on, except for a spot of
heavy-handedness or two - some very nice stage pictures and wonderful
variety, as well as some contrast. The actors really nailed their
characterizations. And now I come to the real crux of the matter. This is really
the first time I have seen the "product" of the Theatre Department. By that I
mean, I could see the result of hours and hours of training in the Voice for the
Actor class, all the acting classes from fundamentals through improv to scene
study and script analysis, i was delighted to see actors working together so
very closely and precisely. The 'moments' talked about in the program were
so apparent that I knew they knew exactly what they were doing, and I include
the director in that.
So, thank you, Faculty! I was as proud of you as I was of those nine people
last Monday evening.
Roland W. Myers
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